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Tuhinga whakarāpopoto 
Abstract:
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Fig 1. Te Hokianga-nui-a-Kupe. Photo by Author.

Fig 2. Te Kapotai pae maunga. Photo by Author.

Identity has continually been subject to change through history and circumstances.  

As time has progressed Ngāpuhi identity within progenies has become eroded from 

the impacts of urbanisation and colonisation. These foreign concepts have consciously 

subverted Ngāpuhi history, spirituality, land, lore and laws; elements critical to the 

formation and continuation of identity within Ngāpuhi iwi and its descendants, resulting 

in a loss of Ngāpuhitanga intergenerationally. In essence, this design research project 

asks, how can architecture assist with the preservation and restoration of Ngāpuhi? As 

architecture is a manifestation and expression of identity and culture, for this research 

project, a whare taonga as the architectural response will endeavour to respond to the 

design research projects inquiry. Accordingly, this research project seeks to capture 

the diverse knowledge of architecture and identity through literature and precedent 

investigations. These sources of knowledge will provide supportive information that will 

contribute to responding to the project’s underlying issue.



Whakapapa
Genealogy:
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Ki te taha o tōku pāpā:

Ko Te Ahuahu te maunga.

Ko Omāpere te roto.

Ko Rāwhitiroa te whare tupuna.

Ko Taumutu te marae.

Ko Ngatokimatawhaorua ā ko Matātua nga waka.

Ko Ngāti Hineira, Te-Uri-Taniwha, Ngāti Korohue, Te Whanau Whero

nga hapu.

Ko Te Wera Hauraki te tangata.

Ko Ngāpuhi te iwi te iwi .

Ki te taha o tōku māmā:

Ko Kapowai, ko Ngaiotonga, ko Te Ranga, ko Tirikohua ā

ko Puke-mahangarua nga maunga.

Ko Waipokarekare te awa i rere ki te pā tumoana o Whiti, ko Motukura.

Ko Te Pikopiko-i-whiti te moana.

Ko Te Huihuinga te wharenui.

Ko Te Aranga o te pā te whare tupuna.

Ko Arohanui te wharekai.

Ko Mahuhukiterangi te waka.

Ko Te Kapotai te hapu.

Ko Whiti te tangata

Ko  Kapotai Marino ahau. 

Fig 3. Matua tupuna Fredrick Paratene. Photo by Author.

Fig 4. Kapowai maunga. Photo by Author.

Fig 5. Nga maunga korero o Te Kapotai. Photo by Author.
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Fig 6. Te Rawhitiroa wharenui. Photo by Author. Fig 7. Te Ahuahu maunga. Photo by Author.
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Kuputaka
Glossary:

All words and translation sources are from the Māori online dictionary.1 

A
Ahi Kā - Burning fires of occupation / Continuous occupation - title to land 

through occupation by a group, generally over a long time.

H
Hapū – Subtribe.

Heke – Rafter.

Hongi – The pressing of noses / The exchange of breaths. 

I
Iho Whenua- Connection with the land.

Iwi – Tribe.

Tāera
Methods:

1 Māori Dictionary, accessed August 24, 2020 https://maoridictionary.co.nz.  

K
Kaitiakitanga – Gaurdianship.

Kaumatua – Adult / Elder / Elderly man / Elderly woman.

Kōiwi - Human bones/corpse.

Koruru – Carved face on a gable.

Kuia - Elderly woman / Grandmother / Female elder.

M
Maihi – Bargeboards.

Mana motuhake - Separate identity / Self Autonomy.

Manākitanga - hospitality, support - the process of showing respect and care for others.

Māori - Indigenous New Zealander/Indigenous person of Aotearoa / New Zealand.

Māori - Normal / Usual / Natural / Common / Ordinary.

Marae/Marae Atea – Open courtyard in front of the wharenui.

Maunga – Mountain.

P
Pā - Fortified village.

Paepae - Orators’ bench.

Pākehā - New Zealander of European descent.

Pepeha - Tribal saying / Tribal motto / Proverb.

Pito – Navel / Section of umbilical cord nearest the baby’s body.

Pou Tokomanawa - Centre post supporting the ridge pole of a meeting house.

Puhi – Virgin / Woman of high rank.

R
Raparapa – Bargeboard Ends.

T
Tāhuhu - Ridge pole of a meeting house.

Tāhuhu – Ridgepole.

Tāhuhu Korero – History.

Take Raupatu - Land right obtained by conquest.

Tangata Whenua - People of the land.

Taonga tuku iho – Heirloom / Heritage / Cultural Property.

Tino rangatiratanga - Self-determination / Autonomy.

Tohunga - A person chosen by the tribe as a leader in a particular field because 

of signs indicating talent for a particular vocation.

Tūpuna – Ancestors.
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W
Wāhi Tapu - Sacred place / Sacred site.

Wairua – Spirit / Soul.

Waka – Canoe.

WH
Whaikōrero - Formal speech-making made by men during gatherings.

Whakapapa – Genealogy. 

Whakatauākī – Proverb / Significant saying.

Whānau – Extended family.

Whare – House / Dwelling.

Whare Taonga – Museum.

Whare Whakairo – Carved meetings house or house.

Wharekai – Dining Hall

Wharenui – Meeting House.

Wharepuni – Principal house of a village

Whenua – Country / Land / Ground / Territory

Whenua – Placenta / Afterbirth.

Whenua Taunaha - Named land - land claimed by right of discovery. 
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He Whakatakinga 
Introduction:

Te Ahurea o te whakatakanga

Background of the project:

Who am I? A fundamental question among Ngāi Māori, a question rooted at the heart 

of our pepehā, our whakapapa and our existence, but how do we answer this ever-

changing statement. From infancy to adolescence we are instilled with our pepeha and 

whakapapa. Through these oral traditions, we exclaim our landmarks, our heritage, and 

our histories unknowingly forming our identity from an early age. For many 

disenfranchised, disaffiliated and urban living Ngāpuhi descendants growing up away 

from our traditional homelands, we continue to struggle with our identity as Ngāpuhi. 

A dilemma many Ngāpuhi descendants face, as without connection to our home we 

have no connection to our stories, histories, whakapapa, traditions and customs. A 

consequence not of our choosing. However, this project seeks to ratify this injustice 

through an architectural response.

Nga Hua o te whakatakanga

Project outline:

The project outcome is a whare taonga for Ngāpuhi iwi that is purpose-built for the 

descendants of Ngāpuhi. The whare taonga’s location is at Pouērua maunga near the 

neighbouring township of Pakaraka. Pouērua is both culturally and historically 

significant to Ngāpuhi iwi. 

Nga Whaenga o te whakatakanga
Aims / Objectives of the project:

This project looks to use architecture as a vessel that will champion the preservation 

and revival of Ngāpuhi identity, as iwi identity has begun to become secondary to the 

homogenised Māori identity. The aim is to create a whare taonga dedicated to Ngāpuhi 

in which is a focal point for the next generation of Ngāpuhi descendants both locally, 

regionally, and internationals to come to immerse themselves in their Ngāpuhitanga.

The fundamental objective is to reconnect, rediscover and revive Ngāpuhi descendants 

sense of Ngāpuhi identity. The envisioned whare taonga will not only be restricted 

artefacts but taonga such as genealogy, narratives, history, for example. As architecture 

is a primary driver, the proposed whare taonga will integrate architectural theories and 

an architectural design framework in order to produce a responsive design dedicated to 

preserving and restoring Ngāpuhitanga. 

Nga Kōrahi me nga kopiri o te whakatakanga

Scope and Limitations of the project:

The project highlights the historical timeline of Ngāpuhi iwi in order for readers to 

understand the extent Colonisation, religion, technology and government have played 

in the alteration of identity. The literature focuses on two pivotal aspects. Māori identity, 

its formation, its characteristics and its creation and architectures integration of identity. 

The architecture literature focusses primarily on architectures innate ability to influence, 

preserve, revive and sustain cultures. The focus of the intended project is not on the 

curatorship and preservation aspects of taonga and whare taonga; simultaneously, it 

does not intend to replace the role and importance Māori identity has on many Māori 

people in society.

Knowledge of Ngāpuhi identity is scarce as literature regarding identity predominantly 

focuses on Māori identity. Furthermore, knowledge regarding Ngāpuhi is limited within 

the literature, much like most other iwi literature as the knowledge is orally transmitted.  
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Patai rangahau matua
Research question:

How can architecture assist with the preservation and restoration of Ngāpuhi identity?

Tāera
Methods:

Site Analysis and Cultural Landscape Mapping:

An extensive analysis of the site and surrounding sites of significance has been pivotal 

in this research. The site analysis and cultural landscape maps recognise the layers of 

histories and narratives predominantly of Pouērua. The site and cultural map analysis 

ensure that the histories and narratives are represented not only aesthetically but, 

through buildings form, function, spaces and materiality.

Kaupapa Māori Research Methodology:

Kaupapa Māori Research is an alternative approach, framework, or methodology 

to engage in culturally safe research as opposed to the current western criteria of 

approaching and undertaking research. Influenced by an array of ideologies, such as:

• Māori historical experience, and perceptions about research

• Māori perspectives on the world

• Māori expectations and values around ethics

• Māori cultural practices and values

• Māori knowledge

• Status and place Māori people, culture, and language have in society.2

Kaupapa Māori Research is an approach for Māori by Māori. Several vital principles 

are at the foundation of Kaupapa Māori theory, in which Graham Hingangaroa Smith 

initially identified six principles or elements.3 The principles were later expanded upon 

by other Kaupapa Māori theorists Linda Smith, Leonie Pihama, and Taina Pohatu.4 

2 “Introduction,” Rangahau, accessed September 3, 2020. https://www.rangahau.co.nz/rangahau/. 
3 Rangahau, “Introduction.”. 
4 “Principles of Kaupapa Māori,” Rangahau, accessed September 3, 2020. https://www.rangahau.co.nz/
research-idea/27/. 
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The principles are:

• Tino Rangatiratanga - Self-determination principle.

• Taonga Tuku Iho - Cultural Aspiration principle.

• Ako Māori - Culturally Preferred Pedagogy principle.

• Kia piki ake i ngā raruraru o te kainga - Socio-Economic Mediation principle.

• Whānau - Extended Family Structure principle. 

• Kaupapa - Collective Philosophy principle.

• Te Tiriti o Waitangi - Treaty of Waitangi principle.

• Ata - Growing Respectful Relationships principle.5

5 Rangahau, “Principles of Kaupapa Māori.”. 

Nga tātaku mohiotanga 
State of knowledge in the field:

The concept of identity is a critical element within the makeup of all human beings 

and society at large. It is an internalised cognitive structure that is fluid and in a state 

of constant change from infancy to adulthood. It is an amalgamation of an individual’s 

inner self and external influences. Identity can be characteristics, traits, beliefs, roles, 

social relationships, social membership; these identities provide a lens from experiencing 

and perceiving the world.6

The question then arises why is Ngāpuhi identity important as many Māori have 

Māori identity. Ngāpuhi identity is vital as Ngāpuhi iwi is the largest and a growing 

iwi. The estimated Māori population per Stats NZ  shows the Māori population at 

598,605 in 2013 with Ngāpuhi making up 18.8 %  of the total Māori population (125, 

601).7  An astounding 40.3 % of those Ngāpuhi descendants live outside of the iwi’s 

boundaries within metropolitan areas like Auckland and Waikato region. Only 19.9 % 

of descendants remain in Ngāpuhi territory. 21.7 % can converse in Te Reo, 43.4 % 

identify with no connection to any type of religion.8 

 

6 “Basics of Identity,” Psychology Today, accessed October 23, 2020, https://www.psychologytoday.com/
us/blog/science-choice/201412/basics-identity. 
7 “2013 Census QuickStats About Māori.” Stats Nz. Accessed October 23, 2020. https://archive.stats.
govt.nz/Census/2013-census/profile-and-summary-reports/quickstats-about-maori-english/population.
aspx#gsc.tab=0. 
8 “Iwi Profiles (Individual).” Stats Nz. accessed October 23, 2020. https://archive.stats.govt.nz/Cen-
sus/2013-census/profile-and-summary-reports/iwi-profiles-individual.aspx?request_value=24531&tab-
name=Keyfacts#gsc.tab=0.

These figures highlight the role and impact history, colonisation and urbanisation have 

played on Ngāpuhi iwi and identity leading to many descendants being disenfranchised 

and alienated from their land and people. However, there has been a recent 2017 

consensus; unfortunately, the updated consensus only provides general data for the Māori 

population and not focused on iwi level statistics. The research will explore literature 

and precedents regarding Māori identity, vernacular architecture, critical regionalism, 

and Te Ao Māori architecture. The underlying intention being architectures infusion 

and implementation of identity. 
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Horopaki rangahau
Context research:

The following section will provide historical summaries regarding pivotal events that 

have occurred throughout Ngāpuhi history, allowing readers a window through time to 

see the intergenerational trauma and effects colonisation has had on Ngāphui iwi, hapu, 

and descendants. The information provided is in chronological order. The focus of this 

section is to showcase the historical epochs and narratives that have influenced Ngāpuhi 

identity . As the historical context is a fundamental driver of identity, it is essential to 

the project to examine and analyse Ngāpuhi’s history, as it is within the narratives and 

histories that unveil the trauma and catalyst to our loss of Ngāpuhitanga among the 

new generation.

Fig 10. He Whakaputanga o te Rangatiratanga o Nu Tireni document Photograph by Archives 
New Zealand.

Fig 8. He Whakaputanga o te Rangatiratanga o Nu Tireni. Photograph by Bosco Peters.

Fig 9. Tino Rangatiratanga. Photograph by Bosco Peters.
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Fig 11 –12. Ngāpuhi timeline. Image by Author.



Te Orokohanga mai o te ao - The origins of existence:

Before the arrival of Western influences upon the shores of Aotearoa, Māori has maintained 

its perception relating to its cosmogony and anthropogony. There are two interpretations 

about creating the universe; an exoteric account known throughout Aotearoa and an 

esoteric account that each tribe preserves. The esoteric accounts may have variations 

to the narrative, but overall, it will maintain common themes. Summarised into three 

critical phases of existence, the exoteric origin of the universe is as follows, Te Kore 

(Potential), Te Pō (Unknown), and Te Ao Mārama (Emergence). It is important to note 

that Māori explains cosmogony through the application of whakapapa, alternatively to 

the notion that an event follows another event. Furthermore, Māoridom’s perception of 

cosmogony is interconnected to its perception of anthropogony also.9 

Phase one is Te Kore. Te Kore is the source of all existence; this state the nothingness, 

emptiness, or void. Nonetheless, Te Kore is the age of unlimited and unorganised 

potential, which all possibility is within. It is from Te Kore that Io – Matua – Kore 

would shape the universe into being.10  

9 Elsdon Best, Māori Religion and Mythology: Being an Account of the Cosmogony, Anthropogeny, Religious 
Beliefs and Rites, Magic and Folk Lore of the Māori Folk of New Zealand (Wellington, New Zealand: Te 
Papa Press, 2005), 57. 
10 Cleve Barlow, Tikanga Whakaaro: Key Concepts in Maori Culture (Auckland, New Zealand: Oxford 
University Press, 1991), 54-55. 

Phase two is Te Pō. During this epoch, Ranginui, and Papatūānuku, male and female 

essence, come into presence. During this period, Rangi and Papa lay in a tender embrace 

in which they produced their progeny. It is at this instance male and female principles 

and aspects begun to take form. The offspring of Rangi and Papa were confined between 

the embrace of their parents. From their frustration, the Atua decided to separate the 

two. It was Tāne-Mahuta who laid on his back parting Rangi and Papa bringing forth 

Te Ao Mārama. It is important to note that not all the Atua sort the separation, but 

instead insisted that they remain together.11

After the separation of Ranginui and Papatūānuku, māoridoms perception of 

anthropogony occurs. Māoridom believes they descend from the Union of Tāne-Matua 

and Hine-ahu-one. Within the exoteric tale, the ancestress’s origin and name are from 

the narrative of Tāne, forming the first female from the clay of his mother Papatūānuku, 

at Kurawaka. Concluding the formation of Hine-ahu-one, Tāne concluded the process 

with a hongi. Tāne pressed his nose against Hine-ahu-one’s and breathed life into her, 

thus giving life to the first human being.12 

11 Te R. Hiroa, The Coming of the Maori (Wellington, New Zealand: Māori Purposes Fund Board; Whit-
combe & Tombs, 1950), 434-439.
12 H. T. Whatahoro et al, The Lore of the Whare-wananga; or Teachings of the Maori College on Religion, 
Cosmogony, and History. Part I. - Te Kauwae-runga, or 'Things Celestial, trans. Stephenson P. Smith (Hamil-
ton, New Zealand: New Zealand Collection Reprints; No. 2, 1997), 138-143. 

Kupe te tūpuna – Kupe the ancestor:

The tale of Kupe changes from region to region; shared storytelling depicts the journey 

of Kupe to Aotearoa in a fable of him in pursuit of the pet octopus of Muturangi. 

However, Ngāpuhi possesses its variation to the story of their ancestor Kupe. Ngāpuhi’s 

rendition unfolds through a series of events resulting in Kupe leaving Hawaikirangi for 

the isles of Aotearoa due to his adulterous behaviour. 13

At the time Hawaikirangi’s paramount chief was Toto, who had two daughters, the older 

daughter Kuramarotini, and the younger Rongorongo. In the effort to marry his two 

daughters off, Toto decided to fashion two waka as gifts for his daughters. Toto invited 

four expert vessel builders, Turi, Hoturapa, Kupe and one unknown person to assist 

with the crafting of the vessels. Each vessel crafted was dedicated to a daughter, Turi 

for Rongorongo, and both Kupe and Hoturapa for Kuramarotini. Before completion 

of the waka, Toto revealed to them all his intentions that his daughters be wedded. His 

hope was for his daughters to choose from the waka builders, Rongorongo selected Turi, 

but Kuramarotini was uncertain of her choice as she desired Kupe but knew her father 

wanted her to be with Hoturapa. 

13 Hone Sadler, Ko Tautoro, Te Pito o Toku Ao: A Ngapuhi Narrative (Auckland: Auckland University 
Press, 2014), 173. 

Kura agreed to marry Hoturapa, despite her choice she continued to see Kupe. To be 

together, Kupe and Kuramarotini formulated a plan to dispatch of Hoturapa. At first, it 

was successful until news revealed Hoturapa had survived the two’s treacherous plan, so 

the two promptly sailed away on the Matahourua waka to Aotearoa.14 From the union 

of Kuramarotini and Kupe descend the descendants of Ngāpuhi.

14 Sadler, “Ko Tautoro, Te Pito o Toku Ao: A Ngapuhi Narrative,” 138-141. 
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Te taenga mai o te Pākehā – The arrival of Europeans 1642 & 1769:

In 1642 Dutch explorer Abel Tasman stumbles across the already inhabited lands of 

Aotearoa. Unfortunately, Tasman and local inhabitants of Ngāti Tūmatakōkiri’s firsts 

encounter would not be pleasant, resulting in Tasman’s departure from the land.15 

Tasman’s first maps drawn by Isaac Gilsemans of the new land references Aotearoa as 

Staten Landt.16   The next European encounter would occur 127 years later in 1769, by 

the infamous English explorer James Cook.17 

15 “First Known Encounter Between Māori and Europeans,” New Zealand History / NZ History, New 
Zealand History Online, accessed September 18, 2020, https://nzhistory.govt.nz/abel-tasman-sights-the-
southern-alps-becoming-the-first-european-to-see-nz. 
16 “First Recorded European Sighting of New Zealand,” New Zealand History / NZ History, New 
Zealand History Online, accessed September 18, 2020, https://nzhistory.govt.nz/abel-tasman-sights-the-
southern-alps-becoming-the-first-european-to-see-nz. 
17 NZ History, “First Known Encounter Between Māori and Europeans.”. 

Te taenga mai o te hahi Karaitiana – The arrival of Christianity 1814:

The year 1814 brought with it the introduction and establishment of Christianity upon 

the shores of Aotearoa in Te Pēowhairangi , also known as the Bay of Islands. The 

first Church Missionary Society (CMS) mission was established near Rangihoua pā. 

Furthermore, Adjacent to Rangihoua is Hohi, the first settlement for New Zealand’s 

first permanent Europen settlers.18  Te Pahi (chief of Rangihoua Pa and Te Puna) 

founding a relationship with Governor King of New South Wales and Samuel Marsden, 

inspired Marsden to return to Britain to seek support from the Church Mission Society 

to establish a Christian mission in New Zealand.19  Although Christianity brought 

with it another perspective to spirituality, ultimately it had a catastrophic impact on  

Ngāpuhi spirituality and life. Early missionary doctrines described the world as binary, 

good and evil, with Māori cultural beliefs and practices being evil. Furthermore, the 

missionary’s doctrines views asserted that Māori were destined for eternal damnation, 

with their only hope of salvation was through the conversion to Christianity, resulting 

in Māori traditional practices and beliefs becoming obsolete. A victory for Christianity 

and civilisation.20 

The lasting effects of Christianity on Ngāpuhi iwi are still prevalent today within our 

traditions, language, customs, beliefs, practises and art.

18 Angela Middleton, Pewhairangi: Bay of Islands Missions and Maori 1814 to 1845 (Dunedin: Otago 
University Press, 2014), 12. 
19 Middleton, Pewhairangi: Bay of Islands Missions and Maori 1814 to 1845, 14. 
20 Middleton, Pewhairangi: Bay of Islands Missions and Maori 1814 to 1845, 19-20. 

Ngā pakanga mau pū me te riri – Musket Wars 1818 - 1823:

Because European trade ships repeatedly visited the Bay of Islands more than anywhere 

else in the country, Ngāpuhi were able to acquire new technology such as the infamous 

muskets . 

In 1818 Ngāpuhi raid parties equipped with muskets plagued the landscape of the 

North Island. The iwi that opposed Hongi and Ngāpuhi met death, slavery or exile with 

fighting only further escalating in 1821 by Hongi receiving more musket. A catalyst to 

the Ngāpuhi expeditions is rooted in the defeat of Ngāpuhi by Ngāti Whātua at the 

battle Te Kai-a-te-Karoro at Moremonui in 1807-1808.21

By 1815 Hongi Hika was the undisputed leader of Ngāpuhi and would seek utu that 

would create a ricochet effect throughout the land. In 1818, and 1823 Ngāpuhi and 

other northern iwi launched a chain of expeditions across the North Island:

• Ngāti Porou at Whetūmatarau – 1820.

• Ngāti Pāoa at Mauinaina – 1821.

• The Marutūahu tribes at Te Tōtara in the Coromandel – 1822.

• The Waikato tribes at Mātakitaki – 1822.

• Te Arawa at Mokoia Island - 1823. 

• Ngāti Whātua at Te Ika-a-Ranganui – 1825.22  

21 “Musket Wars,” New Zealand History / NZ History, New Zealand History Online, accessed Septem-
ber 22, 2020,  https://nzhistory.govt.nz/war/musket-wars/overview. 
22 New Zealand History, “Musket Wars.”. 

The most extraordinary expedition was the Āmiowhenua in 1821, departing southward 

from the Kaipara, through Auckland and the Waikato area towards the regions of 

Hawke’s Bay and finally Wellington.23

The consequences of the Musket campaigns shifted traditional boundaries for iwi and 

hapu, while concurrently depleting the population of Māori throughout the country. 

Tribes were driven out of their traditional lands, depopulated and exiled to neighbouring 

tribal lands, further complicating the questions of ownership and creating new grievances 

between migrant iwi and the already inhabitants of areas.24  An estimated 100,000 – 

150,000 Māori were living in Aotearoa at or around 1810; however, post musket wars 

saw that number decline drastically. By 1840 an estimated number of 50,000 - 60,000 

were killed, enslaved or migrated from their lands.25  Although estimates vary on the 

casualties of the Musket Wars, it is assumed more deaths occurred during this period 

than the 18,000 lives lost in the First World War.26

23 Rāwiri Taonui, “Ngāpuhi - Early European contact,” Te Ara - the Encyclopedia of New Zealand, 
accessed September 22, 2020, http://www.TeAra.govt.nz/en/ngapuhi/page-5. 
24 New Zealand History, “Musket Wars.”. 
25 Ron D. Crosby, The Musket Wars a History of Inter-Iwi Conflict 1806 - 45 (Auckland, New Zealand: 
Reed Publishing, 1999), 17. 
26 New Zealand History, “Musket Wars.”. 
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He Whakaputanga o te Rangatiratanga o Nu Tireni Declaration of Independence 1835:

In 1831, several Ngāpuhi chiefs contacted King William IV of the United Kingdom 

to seek an association and protection from other powers. On October 28, 1835, 

thirty-four northern Ngāpuhi chiefs signed He Whakaputanga o te Rangatiratanga o 

Nu Tireni and King, and in May 1836 the King of England and the Crown formally 

acknowledged it.27 

He Whakaputanga consisted of four articles written in two versions, the English text 

authored by Busby, and the Te Reo Māori document which the chiefs signed. He 

Whakaputanga asserted that authority and sovereign power of the land resided with 

Te Whakaminenga, a Confederation of United Tribes and foreigners had no power to 

create laws. Busby intention for the Declaration was in the hopes of making the country 

apart of British possession, believing it would be the most effective way of making 

Aotearoa a dependency of the British Empire. Simultaneously, the Declaration was an 

opportunity for Busby to reassert himself within the Ngāpuhi influential hierarchy at 

the expense of Thomas McDonnell as the two were in a bitter dispute.28

27 “He Whakaputanga - Declaration of Independence,” New Zealand History / NZ History, New Zea-
land History Online, accessed September 22, 2020, https://nzhistory.govt.nz/culture/he-whakaputanga/
further-information. 
28 New Zealand History, “He Whakaputanga - Declaration of Independence.” 

In contrast to Busby, Ngāpuhi chiefs’ intentions were dissimilar. The signatories saw 

He Whakaputanga as a method of protecting their iwi and hapu in the face of change 

while addressing the challenges posed by European. They also hoped to strengthen their 

relationship with Great Britain and to assert authority to the world. However, Busby 

believed that sovereignty lay not with the United Tribes; but with the individual chiefs 

of iwi and hapū. Nonetheless, after 1835 Te Whakamingena continued to congregate 

and discuss issues around Europeans.29

29 New Zealand History, “He Whakaputanga - Declaration of Independence.” 

Te Tiriti o Waitangi – The Treaty of Waitangi 1840:

 The year 1840 is recognised for being a historically significant year in New Zealand’s 

/ Aotearoa’s past and remains significant to this day. On February 6 1840, the British 

Crown and 40 Ngāpuhi chiefs gathered at Waitangi to sign the nation’s founding 

document; another 500 chiefs later signed copies of the Treaty as it circulated the 

country. Although the partnership founded an agreement between the two Nations, 

Māori and Europeans had different expectations and understandings for the Treaty.30 

Chiefs that opposed signing the Treaty were concerned with losing their independence, 

land and power, while chiefs that supported the signing wanted control on sales of land 

to Europeans, and on settlers. Not all chiefs around the country had the opportunity to 

sign the document as it never reached their regions.31 

Some argue that the Treaty’s preparations were hastily and done by amateurs whom 

intentionally or otherwise used particular language and terms that the Māori language 

did not understand or have. The most significant dispute and confusion regarding the 

treaty document stem from the translations between the English and Māori documents. 

Focus is primarily on the term and question of sovereignty within the document.32  

30 Claudia Orange,“ Treaty of Waitangi - Creating the Treaty of Waitangi,” Te Ara - the Encyclopedia of 
New Zealand, accessed September 28, 2020, http://www.TeAra.govt.nz/en/treaty-of-waitangi. 
31 Claudia Orange,“ Treaty of Waitangi - Creating the Treaty of Waitangi.” 
32 “Read the Treaty,” New Zealand History / NZ History, New Zealand History Online, accessed Sep-
tember 28, 2020, https://nzhistory.govt.nz/politics/treaty/read-the-Treaty/differences-between-the-texts. 

The preamble to the English text states British intentions was to protect Māori interests 

from British settlement and provide for British settlement and establish a government. 

The Māori text suggests the Queens primary obligations were to provide a government 

while securing tribal autonomy or authority over their area and Māori land ownership.33 

Article One within the Māori translation offers Queen Victoria kawanatanga ‘governance’ 

over the land; however, within the English, text it gave Queen Victoria sovereignty over 

the land. The word sovereignty had no direct translation in Māori. Governance and 

sovereignty are two words with two different definitions and understandings. Article 

Two of the Māori version promised chiefs tino rangatiratanga, which is chieftainship 

over their people, lands, and treasured tangible or intangible things. Also, it gave the 

Crown the right to engage in buying land from Māori. The English version stated chiefs 

had undisturbed and exclusive possession of lands, forests, fisheries and other property 

while concurrently giving the Crown the exclusive right to deal with Māori over buying 

land. Both translations of the text offered Māori the queen’s protection and the rights 

of British subjects.34

It did not take long until disputes, backlash regarding the Treaty and broken promises 

resulted in land confiscations and the conflict between the British Crown and Māori.

33 New Zealand History, “Read the Treaty.” 
34 Claudia Orange,“ Treaty of Waitangi - Creating the Treaty of Waitangi.” 
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Te Riri i te Tai Tokerau – The Northern Wars 1845 - 1846:

1845 and 1846 brought the first sparks of tension between the newly united treaty people 

of Aotearoa. Ngāpuhi iwi prepared to go against the British Crown due to discontent 

regarding the Treaty of Waitangi; the increasing control British were gaining over Māōri 

affairs and the infringement of European settlers. The battles that commenced were 

problematic due to the skirmishes between not only Māori and British but factions of 

Ngāpuhi fighting one another also. One faction led by Ngāpuhi chiefs Te Ruki Kawiti 

and Hōne Heke, and the other led by Tāmati Wāka Nene, Eruerua Maihi Patuone, 

Makoare Te Taonui and Mohi Tawhai.35 

Heke expressed his disagreement through protest by chopping down the flagstaff at 

Kororāreka three times in 1844 and finally in 1845. Heke’s protest aimed at falling the 

flagstaff located in Kororāreka as he saw it as a symbol of British denying Māori equal 

status. The Union Jack flying on the flagstaff had recently replaced the United Tribes 

flag as the countries new official flag since the signing of the Treaty of Waitangi. As Heke 

had gifted the land where the flagstaff stands it hold the Māori flag, falling the flagstaff 

emphasise his grievance with the British.36

35 “The Northern War,” New Zealand History / NZ History, New Zealand History Online, accessed 
September 21, 2020, https://nzhistory.govt.nz/war/northern-war/origins. 
36 New Zealand History Online, “The Northern War.”. 

Warfare started on March 11, 1845, after Heke, Kawiti and Pūmuka sacked and took 

control of Kororāreka the first capital of New Zealand. On April 30, 1945, British ships 

and forces launched attacks on nearby Ngāpuhi settlements such as Ōtuihu pā and the 

people of Te Kapotai in Waikare on May 15.

Four major engagements followed, three involving Ngāpuhi and the British army: 

Puketutu, Ōhaeawai and Ruapekapeka and one conflict in which the British took no 

part; Te Ahuahu in June 1845. Te Ahuahu was a conflict between the opposing factions 

of Ngāpuhi. The Bay of Island Ngāpuhi factions defeated the British at Puketutu 

on May 8. However, the Bay of Islands faction was defeated by the pro-government 

Hokianga faction at the battle of Te Ahuahu on June 12. This skirmish was exclusively 

an inter Ngāpuhi conflict. Despite being outnumbered, the Bay of Islands Ngāpuhi 

factions dealt the British a second defeat at the battle of Ōhaewai on June 30 to July 1. 

This battle introduced the prototype of trench warfare that would later be developed 

further at the battle of Ruapekapeka.37 

37 New Zealand History Online, “The Northern War.”. 

The Northern Wars came to an anti-climactic conclusion at the battle of Ruapekapeka 

in January 1846. A pā of 600–800 Ngāpuhi fighters was laid siege to by a force of 1,300 

British men, only for the Ngāpuhi inhabitants to abandon the pā without a resolute 

fight or a definite victor. However, the controversy surrounding the end of the conflict 

remains. One theory suggests Heke and his men had withdrawn to the forest to ambush 

the oncoming forces. A second theory suggests the defending Ngāpuhi inhabitants of 

the pā had withdrawn from the pā to commence in a Sunday prayer service as many 

were Christians with only the non-Christian inhabitants remaining in the pā.38 

The inconclusive outcome at Ruapekapeka offered all participants of the Northern War 

a way out. Ngāpuhi leaders met at Kawakawa and ceased conflict among themselves. 

Later, British and Ngāpuhi fighters would follow suit and come to terms of peace. 

Governor George Grey spoke publicly of the final conflict as a victory. However, 

historian James Belich asserts that Kawiti and Heke won on the battlefield while Grey 

won the propaganda war. In 1846 peace was achieved with Kawiti, and later Heke in 

1848.39 

38 “The Northern War,” New Zealand History / NZ History, New Zealand History Online, accessed 
September 21, 2020, https://nzhistory.govt.nz/war/northern-war/ruapekapeka.  
39 “The Northern War,” New Zealand History / NZ History, New Zealand History Online, accessed 
September 21, 2020, https://nzhistory.govt.nz/war/northern-war/peace. 

Te Kōti Whenua Māori me Te Ture Whenua Māori - The Native Land Court and 

The Native Land Act 1862 - 1865:

If the Northern Wars did not strike a blow to the people of Ngāpuhi, then the excessive 

loss of land did. By 1865 Ngāpuhi had lost 72,000 hectares of land in the Bay of Islands 

and Hokianga via pre-treaty claims by Europeans, who regarded it as surplus land and 

was therefore conceded to the Crown and other uncertain purchases from the Crown. 

Post-1865 saw over 201,000 hectares of Ngāpuhi land proceed through the Pākehā 

centralised Native Land Court, a result of The Native Lands Acts of 1862 and 1865.40 

Under the Native Lands Act of 1862, land owned by hapu was converted to an individual 

title. Amended further in 1865, the Act made it simpler for European settlers and the 

Crown to purchase Māori land as The Native Land Court only required ten owners to 

register and agree to sell the land, no matter the extent of the block. By 1908 a mere 

61,000 hectares remained in Ngāpuhi possession.41  

The operations of the Native Land Court have led to the alienation of Māori from their 

traditional homelands, land disagreements and tensions among Māori, and contributed 

to severe well-being and social predicaments prevalent in society today.

40 Rāwiri Taonui,“Te ture – Māori and legislation - The Native Land Court,” Te Ara - the Encyclopedia 
of New Zealand, accessed September 21, 2020, http://www.TeAra.govt.nz/en/te-ture-maori-and-legisla-
tion/page-3. 
41 “The Treaty in Practice,” New Zealand History / NZ History, New Zealand History Online, accessed 
September 21, 2020, https://nzhistory.govt.nz/politics/treaty/the-treaty-in-practice/obtaining-land. 
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Te Ture Kura Māori - The Native Schools Act 1867:

In 1867, after the New Zealand Wars, the Native Schools Act introduced a nationwide 

educational system for local primary schools. Obligated under the Act, Māori donated 

land for the schools, and contributed to the costs of construction and teachers wages; 

however, later in 1871, the two latter requirements were removed.42  The Act is assumed 

to be part of the Governments strategy of assimilating Māori into Pākehā society, and 

by 1879 there were 57 schools established.43 

The Native Schools Act’s priority was the education of English, with its overall plan being 

to remove the schools once English had infiltrated and taken hold of the communities. 

Initially, Māori children were able to speak their native tongue. However, attitudes 

changed, resulting in the punishment of Māori children who spoke their first language 

within their schools.44 

The outcomes of this Act established lasting consequences that still exist within local 

Māori communities, like the near extinction and loss of Te Reo Māori within families, 

communities and iwi throughout the country.

42 Ross Calman, “Māori education – mātauranga - The native schools system, 1867 to 1969,” Te Ara - 
the Encyclopedia of New Zealand, accessed September 21, 2020, http://www.TeAra.govt.nz/en/maori-ed-
ucation-matauranga/page-3.  
43 “Ngā Kura Māori: The Native Schools System 1867-1969,” News, News Libraries and Learning 
Services, accessed September 21, 2020, https://www.news.library.auckland.ac.nz/2017/10/06/na-
tive-schools/#.X2g0o2gzZpk. 
44 Te Ara - the Encyclopedia of New Zealand, “Māori education – mātauranga - The native schools 
system, 1867 to 1969.”. 

Te Ture Whakamutu Tohunga – Tohunga Suppression Act 1907:

The effects of colonisation and external illnesses brought by Europeans to New Zealand 

had a significant effect on Māori health and traditional healing. The lack of exposure 

and ability to combat the invading diseases affected the faith Māori had in tohunga. The 

dwindling faith in tohunga and the early Pākehā missionary’s belief that the spread of 

diseases was due to Māori’s lack of hygiene and faith in Christianity resulted in Māori 

turning away from the whare wānanga, and traditional healing practises of their elders 

and tohunga.45  

Māori MP James Carroll presented the Tohunga Suppression Act in 1907. The Tohunga 

Suppression Act was enacted out of the concern regarding self-appointed tohunga, 

as a rise in second class tohunga was becoming prominent. The influential Te Aute 

College Students Association were critical of these second class tohunga, believing that 

the tohunga was creating more harm to the patients due to their lack of knowledge, 

education and authority, Maui Pōmare and Te Rangi Hiroa were also vocal regarding 

these second class tohunga.46  

45 Rhys Jones, “Rongoā – medicinal use of plants - The impact of colonisation,” Te Ara - the Encyclo-
pedia of New Zealand, accessed September 21, 2020, http://www.TeAra.govt.nz/en/rongoa-medici-
nal-use-of-plants/page-5. 
46 Te Ara - the Encyclopedia of New Zealand,” Rongoā – medicinal use of plants - The impact of coloni-
sation.”. 

Although its conception stemmed from the notion of protecting Māori, its result drove 

tohunga, and their practices underground, resulting in the loss of many traditional 

taonga. Many of these practise becoming lost whilst some are now in a state of renaissance 

like tāmoko and whakairo, these artforms are being brought back to life through schools 

like Toihaoikura, located in the Hawkes Bay region and New Zealand Māori Arts and 

Crafts Institute in Rotorua.



Arotake mātātuhi
Literature review:

The following literature reviews will focus on two critical aspects of this design research 

project. Section one will examine the literature regarding Māori identity, while section 

two will focus on architectures incorporation of identity, resulting in influential aspects 

and notion that will contribute to the overall architectural response and design process. 

Tuakiri – Identity: 

This section of literature seeks to provide a range of perspectives regarding identity and 

its sense from the scope of the Te Ao Māori theory and perspective. 
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Māoritanga - Māori Identity:

Māori identity or Māoritanga is a highly debated and controversial subject. This section 

of the literature review will define the concept of Māori identity while providing context 

and ideas related to the controversial idea. Understanding this notion requires one to 

comprehend the meaning of the term Māori. In “Te Aka Matua Keeping Maori Identity”, 

Arohia Durie explains that the term “Māori” attracts conflict due to its inclination of 

homogenising all tribal groups into one ethnicity or identity, thereby obscuring each 

tribe’s unique characteristics.47  The notion implies a categorisation method used for 

forming a singular entity. This idea is expounded upon by the late John Rangihau, who 

stated that:

“There is no such thing as Māoritanga … Each tribe has its own way of doing things. 

Each tribe has its own history. And it is not a history that can be shared among 

others…. I cannot go around saying because I am a Māori that Māoritanga means 

this and all Māori have to follow me…. You can only talk about your Ngāpuhitanga, 

or Waikatotanga…. Not your Māoritanga. I have a faint suspicion that this is a term 

coined by Pākeha to bring the tribes together... if you cannot divide and rule, then for 

a tribal people all you can do is unite them and rule.”48

47 Arohia Durie, “Te Aka Matua Keeping Maori Identity,” in Mai I Rangiātea, ed. Pania T. Whaiti, Mārie 
B. McCarthy, Arohia Durie (Auckland: Auckland University Press: Bridget Williams Books, 1997), 142-
162. 
48 John Te Rangi-Aniwaniwa Rangihau, “Being Maori," in Te Ao hurihuri, the world moves on: aspects of 
Maoritanga, ed. M. King (Auckland: Penguin Group, 2011), 190. 

Definitions of Māoritanga through the perspectives of iwi across Aotearoa are subject 

to variations as proclaimed by Rangihau.   Rangihau highlights the importance that a 

descendant of a particular iwi when discussing a subject like Māori identity, should take 

caution not to generalise all iwi under a set of particular ideologies, or in this instance, 

to not dictate a curriculum of what determines or makes a Māori. A descendant can 

only speak for their iwi or hapu identity.

Within the chapter “Culture and Identity in New Zealand” the late Dr Ranginui 

Walker highlights characteristics that are vital to understanding what Māoritanga and 

Māori identity are, and the effects colonisation and Pākeha have had on Māoridom. The 

components comprise of mythology, history, tradition, spirituality, and land.49 

Walker refers to Māori identity as being a social construct that is difficult to restrict to 

specific principles. He suggests that pre-colonisation, Māori did not consider themselves 

as a race; instead, Māori perceived themselves by iwi and hapu. An exciting contrast 

worth mentioning is Ranginui Walker’s perception of the term Māori. Contrary to the 

view of John Rangihau, Walker says, upon the arrival of European, Māori applied the 

term Pākehā to the arriving settlers, while concurrently adopting the word Māori to 

themselves.50  

49 Ranginui J. Walker, “Maori Identity,” in Culture and Identity in New Zealand, ed. David Novitz, Wil-
liam E. Willmott, Bill Willmott (Wellington: GP Books, 1989), 35-52. 
50 Ranginui Walker, “Maori Identity,” 35. 

Nevertheless, the term Māori, although derived from perhaps internal or external 

influence, has become an essential element to the formation of Māori identity. 

With Māori identity becoming a significant part of many disenfranchised and 

disaffiliated urban Māori as noted by Tracey McIntosh in the chapter “Maori Identities: 

Fixed, Fluid, Forced”.51 

Māori identity is defined loosely as a tripartite construct consisting of mythology, 

tradition, and history. However, it may be a superficial view of the subject of Māori 

identity as mythology, tradition, and history are exoteric aspects that attribute to the 

formation of Māoritanga. Walker expands further, providing additional esoteric elements 

such as land and spirituality, noting that all the parts connect through whakapapa.52 

The ‘myth’ structure focuses primarily on spirituality and heritage. Walker refers to the 

structure as a powerful mechanism for social control of behaviour.53  Within another 

one of Walkers chapters, “The Relevance of Maori, Myth and Tradition”, he further 

references the dynamics of myth. He highlights, mythology and tradition as having the 

same dynamism as the culture that maintains them. 

51 Tracey McIntosh, “Maori Identities: Fixed, Fluid, Forced,” in New Zealand Identities Departures and 
Destinations, ed. James. H. Liu, Tim McCreanor, Tracey McIntosh, Teresia Teaiwa (Wellington: Victoria 
University Press, 2005), 43. 
52 Ranginui Walker, “Maori Identity,” 36. 
53 Ranginui Walker, “Maori Identity,” 37. 

Walker infers that mythology is myth-messages embedded with themes that provide 

models, precedents and social prescriptions for Māori behaviour and being.54 

The ‘tradition’ structure focuses on land, conflict and social structure. Walker states 

Aotearoa was traditionally occupied and settled by the founding ancestors who migrated 

from Central Polynesia. Lands were made sacred through the burial of ancestral bones 

and the occupation of the grounds for hundreds of years. Over time inhabitants 

adopted a mind-frame of being tangata whenua, this may refer to the traditional burial 

procedure of kōiwi  into the soil, thus creating both a physical and spiritual connection 

to place. Walker further mentions another essential aspect which is conflict.55  

Moreover, the result of the fifteenth-century conflicts resulted in the establishment 

of tribal groups within the current landscape of Aotearoa. Landmarks defined the 

territories occupied and inhabited; these prominent physical features Walker notes 

were mountains, lakes or rivers. These became the physical symbols for tribes when 

proclaiming their tribal lands through pepeha and whaikōrero.56  

54 Ranginui J. Walker, “The Relevance of Maori Myth and Tradition," in Te Ao hurihuri, the world moves 
on: aspects of Maoritanga, ed. M. King (Auckland: Penguin Group, 2011), 182. 
55 Ranginui Walker, “Maori Identity,” 38. 
56 Ranginui Walker, “Maori Identity,” 38. 
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Walker, within his chapter “Maori Myth, Tradition and Philosophical Beliefs”, further 

expands on the elements of tradition regarding occupying and claiming land. He states 

that early tribes claimed land by right of discovery or the tradition of whenua taunaha. 

Tribes also sustained occupation through the ritual of ahi kā, which is the repeated 

action of returning to and the maintenance of the occupied land. 

Another tradition as Walker claims as a symbol of unity between land and people was 

through the burial of a child’s whenua and the pito. The centre of the cord was referred 

to by him as iho. The term iho derives from the phrase iho whenua. The iho whenua was 

an expression of ownership and relationship with the earth, like the tradition of kōiwi. 

Lastly, Walker refers to an alternative method of claiming land. That is through raupatu, 

which frequently occurred during the fifteenth century.57  

The social structure is mentioned briefly with its origins derived from the elements of 

tradition. Walker notes the focus of the social structure as being on the tribal structure 

and its human scale that being whānau, hapū, iwi, and lastly waka. Iwi differentiated 

themselves from each other based on the migration traditions. Each tribe claimed 

descent from either an eponymous ancestor aboard the migrating waka or a revered 

ancestor. Hapū often was a branch of the principal iwi. 

57 Ranginui J. Walker, “Maori Myth, Tradition and Philosophic Beliefs,” in Te Whenua Te Iwi: The Land 
And the People, ed. Jock Phillips (Wellington: Allen & Unwin Limited, 1987), 43-45. 

For individuals born into their whānau, their identity and social identity was influ-

enced heavily by their membership within the tribal structure.58 

In the book “The Woven Universe: Selected Writings of Rev Maori Marsden”, Rev 

Maori Marsden discusses societal values and the social structure of Māori identity.59  

Unlike Ranginui Walker’s view on the Māori social structure, Marsden states the basis 

of kinship focused primarily only on whānau  and hapū. He suggests a thought-pro-

voking concept of the social fabric of Māoridom being an organism. With everyone 

being an integral member who plays a role and function within the overall hapū struc-

ture. Furthermore, Marsden asserts that from this concept, when an individual serves 

the hapū, they are in effect helping themselves.60   

Perhaps, the Māori social structures focus on whanau and hāpu may have been altered 

post-Musket Wars period, as hapū gathered under the notion of iwi in order to raid 

other regions of Aotearoa or defend from invading forces . It can be asserted that 

Māori identity is an amalgamation of several vital elements, each pivotal to the make-

up of identity within Māori. 

58 Ranginui Walker, “Maori Identity,” 38. 
59 Maori Marsden, The Woven Universe: Selected Writings of Rev Maori Marsden (Otaki: Estate of Rev. 
Maori Marsden, 2003), red. 
60 Maori Marsden, “The Woven Universe: Selected Writings of Rev Maori Marsden,” 42. 

It is clear from the literature accumulated that identity for Māori is influenced and 

determined by a range of notions. These same notions, the social structure, land, 

traditions, histories, and mythological narratives are all relevant to the formation of 

Ngāpuhi identity. This research projects architectural design will respond to these 

notions of Ngāpuhi identity through physical or metaphysical design integration and 

interpretation.

Fig 13.  Māoritanga diagram. Image by Author.
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Hoahoanga me te tuakiri - Architecture and Identity:

Architecture and identity are intertwined concepts representing the communities, 

geographies, cultures, traditions, knowledge and history of their people. This section 

of the literature establishes various writing regarding architecture and identity from the 

perspectives of various authors of different cultures and ethnicities 

Vernacular Architecture: 

The  term vernacular architecture first appeared in the 1950s-1960s and was categorised 

as simply being functional shelters constructed according to the availability and 

performance of materials, and the response to climatic and environmental conditions.61  

By the mid-1970s vernacular architecture established itself as an essential source for a 

design that draws on the components of climate, tectonics, culture and symbolism.62  In  

the chapter “Concepts of Vernacular Architecture”, Robert Brown and Daniel Muadlin 

assert that Vernacular architecture is about architecture from a bygone era and aspects 

associated with the identity of the culture who built, and are living or lived in them.63   

However, in modern-day architecture, vernacular is associated with the works of 

contemporary architects’ region-specific designs. Typically assumed as being the study 

of ‘traditional buildings’, vernacular architecture refers to buildings that are authentic 

products of a place and its people, whose building skills have evolved through shared 

knowledge among what the author describes as ‘non-expert, ordinary people’.64 

Vernacular, in its sense, is integral to architecture and identity not only for design 

inspirations but for the traditions and practises of cultures.

 

61 Brown, Maudlin,“Concepts of Vernacular Architecture,” in The SAGE Handbook of Architectural Theory, 
edited by Greig C. Crysler, Stephen Cairns, Hilde Heynen. (New York: SAGE Publications Ltd, 2012). 
340 - 350. 
62 Suha Ozkan, “Regionalism within Modernism," in Architectural Regionalism Collected Writings on Place, 
Identity, Modernity, and Tradition, ed. Vincent B.Canizaro (New York: Princeton Architectural Press, 2007), 
104. 
63 Brown, Maudlin,“Concepts of Vernacular Architecture,” 340. 
64 Brown, Maudlin,“Concepts of Vernacular Architecture,” 340. 

Regionalism and Critical Regionalism:

The idea of Critical regionalism and its themes stem from first-century B.C.E writings 

of Vitruvius. Since Vitruvius, countless writers, architects have expanded his theme of 

‘architectural forms are determined and fixed by its geography’.65 

Inside the sub-chapter “Universal Civilisation and National Cultures ,” philosopher Paul 

Ricoeur presents the notion of the phenomenon of universalisation and its effects on 

local identity and communities. The sub-chapter highlights several conflicting themes 

between universalisation and modernisation, such as industrialisation, capitalism, 

globalisation, and new technologies.66  

In his opening remarks, Ricoeur asserts that in a sense, humanity is nearing a single 

world civilisation which he believes will be an overwhelming task of survival for 

cultures. Although Ricoeur sees the positives of universalisation, he simultaneously sees 

the problematic values it inherently has.67  Ricoeur states each culture cannot withstand 

and absorb the shock of modern civilisation, which presents a paradox between how 

to modernise and still return to traditional resources; how to revive an ancient, latent 

civilisation and take part in a universal civilisation.68   

65 Keith L. Eggener, “Placing Resistance: A Critique of Critical Regionalism,” in Journal of Architectural 
Education 55, no. 4 (n.p. Taylor & Francis, Ltd, 2002), 228-237. 
66 Paul Ricoeur, “Universal Civilization and National Cultures," in Architectural Regionalism Collected 
Writings on Place, Identity, Modernity, and Tradition, ed. Vincent B.Canizaro (New York: Princeton 
Architectural Press, 2007), 42. 
67 Ricoeur, “Universal Civilization and National Cultures,” 43 
68 Ricoeur, “Universal Civilization and National Cultures,” 47. 
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Ricoeur’s statement is all too true and at its core exerts the reality many indigenous 

societies have come to face and will face from the influence of universalisation on their 

culture and traditions. It is essential to highlight that Ricoeur asserts that universal 

civilisation derives its origins predominantly in Europe. He further asserts that 

Europeanism has an attitude and perceived illusion that European culture is to be the 

universal culture due to Europe’s influence, and in Ricoeur’s words superiority at the 

time.69  

This illusion is an ignorant pandemic many indigenous peoples have had to face 

throughout history. It is an also ignorant illusion parallel to colonisation as both 

systems seek to establish European dominant ideologies and systems on the societies 

heavily influenced by culture and traditions and if the cultures cannot adapt many are 

assimilated or lost . Ricoeur briefly mentions this notion as well by stating:

“It is true that all traditional cultures undergo the pressure and erosive influence of this 

civilisation, they all do not have the same capacity for resistance and above all the same 

capacity of absorption. It is to be feared that every culture is not compatible with the 

world civilisation born of science and technics… Only a culture capable of assimilating 

scientific rationality will be able to survive and revive.”70 

69 Ricoeur, “Universal Civilization and National Cultures,” 48. 
70 Ricoeur, “Universal Civilization and National Cultures,” 51. 

Interestingly, Ricoeur’s essay on the phenomenology of universalisation influenced 

Kenneth Frampton writings on critical regionalism. However, before discussing 

Frampton’s critique and perspectives on critical regionalism, it is essential to briefly 

recognise the writings of architect Alexander Tzonis and Historian Liane Lefaivre. 

Tzonis and Lefaivre are considered the inventors of the term ‘Critical Regionalism’ and 

attribute their idea to architectural and urban historian Lewis Mumford’s writings of 

the 1940s, who was also concerned about the domination of technology, as well as the 

limitations of the international style.71   Tzonis and Lefaivre essay “The Grid and the 

Pathway,” elaborates extensively on their notion of Critical Regionalism. 

In the chapter “Towards a Critical Regionalism: Six Points for an Architecture of 

Resistance.” Kenneth Frampton provides an essay that outlines six principles for an 

architecture of resistance towards the phenomenon of universalisation.72  Frampton 

pursues a new type of architecture that fuses the identity, culture, and history of a 

region with the ever-developing universal style. To attain this amalgamation between 

modernism and tradition, Frampton developed the six points.73 

71 Alexander Tzonis, Liane Lefaivre “Why Critical Regionalism Today?” in Theorizing a New Agenda 
for Architecture: An Anthology of Architectural Theory 1965-1995, ed. Kate Nesbitt (New York: Princeton 
Architectural Press, 1996), 483. 
72 Kenneth Frampton “Towards a Critical Regionalism: Six Points for an Architecture of Resistance” 
in The Anti-Aesthetic ESSAYS ON POSTMODERN CULTURE, ed. Hal Foster (Washington: Bay Press, 
1983), 16. 
73 Juan Carlos Orozco, “A COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF KENNETH FRAMPTON’S CRITICAL 
REGIONALISM AND WILLIAM J. R. CURTIS’S AUTHENTIC REGIONALISM AS A MEANS 
FOR EVALUATING TWO HOUSES BY MEXICAN ARCHITECT LUIS BARRAGAN,” (master’s 
thesis, KANSAS STATE UNIVERSITY, 2011), 7, http://hdl.handle.net/2097/8723.  

The six points are:

• Culture and Civilisation.

• The Rise and Fall of the Avant-Garde.

• Critical Regionalism and World Culture.

• The Resistance of the Place-Form.

• Culture Versus Nature: Topography, Context, Climate, Light and Tectonic Form.

• The Visual Versus the Tactile.74 

Frampton later developed the six points into ten in his writing “Ten Points on an 

Architecture of Regionalism: A Provisional Polemic.”75  These points being:

• The Modern Movement.

• The Myth and the Reality of the Region.

• Information and Experience.

• Space/Place.

• Typology /Typography.

• Architectonic/Scenographic.

• Artificial/Natural.

• Visual/Tactile.

• Postmodernism and Regionalism: A summation.76 

74 Kenneth Frampton, “Towards a Critical Regionalism: Six Points for an Architecture of Resistance” 17-
29. 
75 Kenneth Frampton, “Ten Points on an Architecture of Regionalism: A Provisional Polemic,” in 
Architectural Regionalism Collected Writings on Place, Identity, Modernity, and Tradition, ed. Vincent 
B.Canizaro (New York: Princeton Architectural Press, 2007),375. 
76 Frampton, “Ten Points on an Architecture of Regionalism: A Provisional Polemic,” 378-385. 

Frampton’s latest iteration on critical regionalism theory, and the developed ten points 

all look to again establish a response to the homogenising and superficial nature of 

modern technology and post-modern architecture. However, Frampton differentiates 

critical regionalism from vernacular architecture by asserting critical regionalism as 

site-specific and seeks to draw out a location cultural, political, topographical and 

geographical properties through research. Frampton highlights an essential notion to 

regionalism which is how can boundaries of a region be defined, and how can oneself 

place these same boundaries on a region’s culture. He continues stating that cultures 

do not have boundaries like fences and walls but are fluid and transition between one 

another.77 

A point essential to note is that Frampton states that designers coming from an 

external context and lifestyle should not come into an already existing living culture 

and place their ideologies and perspectives on boundaries and culture upon them.78  A 

view Michael Austin also alludes to in his Doctoral thesis “Polynesian architecture in 

New Zealand.” Austin explains that an architectural designer designing for a cultural 

group should explicitly use the pre-existing form models and respect and maintain the 

syntactic structures.79  

77 Frampton, “Ten Points on an Architecture of Regionalism: A Provisional Polemic,” 378-385. 
78 Frampton, “Ten Points on an Architecture of Regionalism: A Provisional Polemic,” 378-385. 
79 Michael Robert Austin, “Polynesian architecture in New Zealand,” (PhD thesis, University of Auckland, 
1976.), 235, http://hdl.handle.net/2292/3384. 
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Although Austin’s reference is in particular response to the Māori people, his statement 

is relevant and correlates to Frampton’s perspective on architects coming into cultural 

settings.

Critical regionalism, in its essence, seeks to provide designers with an alternative approach 

to architecture when encompassed in a culturally sensitive region. Opposed to designers 

regurgitating the same universal architecture plague of Europe, critical regionalism and 

regionalist aspire to sustain, preserve and draw out a local identity to infuse its regions 

qualities into architecture. Interestingly, Frampton’s critical regionalism indirectly 

and unaware incorporates Te Ao Māori concepts of whakapapa, mana motuhake and 

kaitiakitanga through the notion of designing with site-specific cultural qualities such 

as narratives, environment and climate.

Te Ao Māori:

Both Te Āo Māori and Māori architecture have undergone a state of evolution since 

the illustrious migration of Māori from Polynesia; the Polynesian waka into the first 

Māori whare, from whare to wharepuni and wharepuni to whare whakairo and now the 

wharenui. The diverse range of adaptations of Māori architecture, vernacular by nature, 

is a result of centuries of social interactions, experimentation, environmental and 

climate exposure and technological implementation. Nevertheless, Māori architectures’ 

incorporation of identity within its structure, spatial arrangement, tectonics and 

placemaking is prevalent through the sense of physical and metaphysical aspects. 

“The marae is the quintessential home for Māori. The whare encapsulates what it is to be 

Māori – it is inter-connectiveness with the land, with the people, with the ancestors.”80

A powerful statement that resonates with many Māori disenfranchised from their 

identity having had little exposure to their Māoritanga. Over the past century, the 

marae has become the focal point for many Māori to sustain, revive and explore their 

identity in a Māori environment within rural, urban and institutional settings. 

Nevertheless, what is a marae? The marae is the consequence of Māori transitioning 

from the pā settlements to the flatlands, while concurrently applying the traditional 

aspects of spatial arrangement, tectonics, structures and traditions to the new landscape.  

80 Jeanette C. Atkinson, “Learning to Respect: The Perspectives of Heritage Professionals in Aotearoa New 
Zealand,” (PhD thesis, University of Leicester, 2008): 121, quoted in Jeanette C. Atkinson, Education, 
Values and Ethics in International Heritage: Learning to Respect, (n.p.: Taylor & Francis Group, 2014), 
122. 

Te Rangi Hiroa notes this transition is due to the influence of Christianity and settlers 

as Māori were transition to the faith.81  

Austin references the marae space in his text “Open Architecture.” He pays particular 

focus to the open architecture within Polynesia and its ability to endlessly strive for 

porosity, connection, and view opposed to enclosure and containment as we see in many 

European buildings.82  The author declares that the Māori traditional sense of the marae 

derives its origins from the East of Polynesia, Austin interlinks the term marae with the 

term marae roa in which he states the marae roa is about the openness of the ocean.83  

These notions of nature and architecture interconnected are prevalent within Māori 

architecture and frequently incorporated in the marae and meeting house components. 

Austin also attributes the openness notion of the marae through the reinforcement of 

traditions that occur within the space.84  Although the marae or marae ātea may not be 

considered built-form architecture , it is still an essential component that makes up the 

marae complex and assists in the sustaining and preservation of Māori identity. 

81 Te Rangi Hiroa, The Coming of the Maori, (Wellington: Maori Purposes Fund Board, 1950), 374 
82 Michael R. Austin, “Open architecture,” Paper presented at Pacific Spaces: Annual Conference of the 
Association for Social Anthropology in Oceania, Santa Fe, New Mexico, U.S.A (2015): 1, https://hdl.
handle.net/10652/3292. 
83 Austin, “Open architecture,” 5. 
84 Austin, “Open architecture,” 5. 

It is on the marae and marae ātea that customs and traditions are living and breathing, 

these aspects are learnt and taught then passed on to the next generation ensuring 

that the knowledge and customs are not lost forever. In terms of Māori architecture 

and identity, the Māori meeting house known as the wharenui or whare whakairo is 

synonymous to this very essence.85  

In the text “Maori Architecture: Transforming Western Notions of Architecture.” 

Bill Mckay provide valuable insights into understanding Māori architecture and its 

concepts.86  McKay declares the Māori meeting house to be the most authentic form 

of Māori architecture, despite the meeting house being a response to colonisation  and 

settlement. The wharenui became a form of adaption and resistance to the growing 

number of churches erected both in scale and interior space, its inception sparked by the 

need of a repository for its people, culture, history and tribal mana in the face of change, 

land loss and cultural erosion.87 Mckay provides an intriguing term for the wharenui as 

it being it having a mnemonic function for its people. 

85 Deidre S. Brown, “Māori architecture - whare Māori,” Te Ara - the Encyclopedia of New Zealand, 
accessed September 15, 2020, http://www.TeAra.govt.nz/en/maori-architecture-whare-maori. 
86Bill McKay, “Maori Architecture: Transforming Western Notions of Architecture,” Fabrications The 
Journal of the Society of Architectural Historians, Australia and New Zealand 14, no. 1-2 (2014): https://
doi.org/10.1080/10331867.2004.10525189.  
87 McKay, “Maori Architecture: Transforming Western Notions of Architecture,” 1-12.
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The meeting houses and marae orientation generally face the East, creating metaphorical 

connection and reinforcing the connection between Māori and our mythological 

homeland of Hawaiki.  

The meeting houses form being a representation of a prominent ancestor/ ancestress. 

In this context, the koruru is the face, the maihi are the arms, at the ends of the maihi 

is the raparapa which are the fingers. Furthermore, the backbone of the ancestor being 

the tāhuhu, the heke are the ribs, and the poutokomanawa often refers to the heart.90 

These are general aspects and variate depending on the location of the meeting house. 

90 Deidre S. Brown, Māori Architecture: From Fale to Wharenui and Beyond, (New Zealand: Penguin Books, 
2009), 52. 

The wharenui’s spaces, ornamentation, tectonic and site placement all infused with 

cultural history, knowledge, beliefs and traditions. 

Jeremy Treadwell correspondingly alludes to the same notions in his text “Cosmology 

and Structure: The Tāhuhu in the 19th Century Whare Māori.”88  Treadwell asserts 

that the meeting house is a focal point for Māori identity developing complex systems 

of representation. To secure the social and genealogical aspects of hāpu, traditional 

builders, carvers and artists use carvings, spatial arrangements, and traditionally weaved 

mats and panels to tell stories and pass on knowledge.  

The meeting house in this sense is a personification of Māori narratives, customs, 

genealogy all fused in a focused structure. Deidre Brown elaborates extensively on the 

wharenui and whare whakairo in her book Māori Architecture: From Fale to Wharenui 

and Beyond.89  

Brown notes that a meeting house is specific to its local context’s regional narratives; 

this is like Frampton’s notion of Critical Regionalism being that architecture should be 

specific to its regional context. Brown explains the notion of a meeting house being a 

representative embodiment incorporating local narratives and cosmology. She asserts 

that one can interpret the meeting house as a model of the Māori cosmos with different 

levels and sections of the house representing various Māori concepts. 

88 Jeremy Treadwell, "Cosmology and Structure: The Tāhuhu in the 19th-Century Whare Māori," The 
Journal of Polynesian Society vol 126 , no. 1 (2017): 320, https://doi.org/10.15286/jps.126.1.93-122 
89 Deidre S. Brown, Māori Architecture: From Fale to Wharenui and Beyond, (New Zealand: Penguin Books, 
2009), 39. 

In summary, Te Ao Māōri architecture and all its aspects encapsulate its people’s identity 

unremittingly. Its architectural aspects of spatial arrangement, tectonic, symbolism 

and functions are all infused with its people’s identity, heritage, practises, narratives 

and history be it figuratively physically. Furthermore, the architecture literature has 

highlighted that the research project’s architectural response needs to draw influence for 

its spatial arrangements, forms, tectonics and aesthetics from its local context, peoples, 

narratives and environments. The architectural intervention should be a hybrid of Māori 

architecture, vernacular architecture and critical regionalism notions while possessing 

educational aspects to assist in the preservation and restoration of Ngāpuhi identity.
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Fig 14. Marae and Wharenui diagrams. Sketch by Author.
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This section of the research project aims to search for existing architectural precedents 

that embody and encapsulates aspects of vernacular, Māori and critical regionalism 

architecture. The following precedents incorporate various aspects of, culture, 

community involvement, education, and history, narratives and traditions infused in 

their design.

51

Tauira ako
Precedent review:

Fig 15. Nk’Mip Desert Cultural Centre looking out to Osoyoos. Photograph by Nic Lehoux Photography.
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Fig 16. Nk’Mip Desert Cultural Centre site plan. Image by Author. Fig 17. Nk’Mip Desert Cultural Centre floor plans. Image by Author.
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Nk’Mip Desert Cultural Centre

Location: Osoyoos, BC V0H, Canada

Nk’Mip Desert Cultural Centre

Location: Osoyoos, BC V0H, Canada

Architects: DIALO

Project completion: 2006

Background:

Completed in 2006, the Nk’Mip Desert Cultural Centre is owned and run by the 

Osoyoos Indian Band. The centre sits on a 32,000-acre reservation belonging to the 

Osoyoos Band, an indigenous group of approximately 520, as part of a larger 200-acre 

master plan.91  Designed by Vancouver architect Bruce Haden, the Nk’Mip Desert 

Cultural Centre is a symbolic cultural landmark on its geography for its people. The 

centre also facilitates the education of visitors and locals on the culture of the Osoyoos 

Band.92  

Function and Programme: 

The Nk’Mip Desert Cultural Centre’s has a particular focus to educate. The programme’s 

emphasis is on the passing of knowledge and portrayal of the Osoyoos tribe’s rich 

cultural past. The centre incorporates extensive indoor, and outdoor galleries, hands-on 

displays, interactive learning spaces, and education stations.  The intended objective is 

to inspire and reconnect their youth to their homeland while simultaneously educating 

the next generation.93  

91 “Nk’Mip Desert Cultural Centre / DIALOG,” ArchDaily, accessed October 6, 2020, https://www.
archdaily.com/508294/nk-mip-desert-cultural-centre-dialog. 
92 Anoma Pieris, Indigenous Cultural Centers and Museums: An Illustrated International Survey (Lanham: 
Rowman & Littlefield, 2016), 197-198. 
93 “Nk’Mip Desert Cultural Centre,” Nk'Mip Desert Cultural Centre, accessed October 6, 2020, https://
nkmipdesert.com/. 

Site:

The Centre is in the Canadian desert in South Okanagan Valley in Osoyoos, British 

Columbia. The partially subterranean cultural centre incorporates a variety of 

educational features, both indoor and outdoor. Behind the colossal rammed earth 

wall, the facility houses exhibition spaces, a theatre, administration offices, gift shop; 

furthermore, an amphitheatre, rattlesnake study facilities, and an extensive loop trail 

with life scale models of villages, dedicated to the education of its people.94  

94 Nk'Mip Desert Cultural Centre, “Nk’Mip Desert Cultural Centre.”. 
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Aesthetic Design:

The Nk’Mip Desert Cultural Centre’s design is grounded in place; the site influences 

the exterior facades, the programme and design sustainability. The land informs the 

building, and from the land, the building emerges. The rammed earth wall dominates 

the design and is an acknowledgement to the entwining of land, plants, geological time 

and humanity.95  The earth wall is designed to captivate and capture the focus of visitors 

from the developing metropolis of Osoyoos. The rammed bricks produce a variety of 

colours the height of the wall creates an effect of the desert   rising, causing the facility 

to recede and blend into the picturesque mountain landscape.96  The cultural centre also 

incorporates indigenous signage written in the local language along with local motifs. 97 

95 Wanda Dalla Costa, “Metrics and Margins: Envisioning Frameworks in Indigenous Architecture
in Canada,” in The Handbook of Contemporary Indigenous Architecture, ed. E. Grant, K. Greenop, A. L. 
Refiti, and D. J. Glenn (Basingstoke: Springer, 2018), 206-207.
96 Nk'Mip Desert Cultural Centre, “Nk’Mip Desert Cultural Centre.”. 
97 Costa, “Metrics and Margins: Envisioning Frameworks in Indigenous Architecture in Canada,” 208. 
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Materiality:

The centre is a combination of rammed earth, blue-stain pine and concrete. The blue-

stain pine is a locally sourced material; however, the material rarely utilised as a building 

finish. The Nk’Mip Centre defers from normality  and incorporates the blue stain pine 

both indoor and outdoor, for its unique visual qualities. The earth wall is made from 

locally sourced soils mixed with concrete and colour additives, giving the structure a 

unique texture that echoes the Osoyoos Band.98  

Precedent Summary: 

Learnings from the NK’Mip include interior and exterior educational facilities with 

the utilisation of modern technological tools, enabling the centre to preserve, display 

and share the unique culture, stories and history of the Osoyoos Band.  The centre is a 

reflection of Osoyoos people and highlights the struggle of cultural survival and identity 

through the objectives to inspire, reconnect and educate the rising generation. A fight 

all indigenous peoples have and continue to endure. 

98 Nk'Mip Desert Cultural Centre, “Nk’Mip Desert Cultural Centre.”. 
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Fig 18. Nk’Mip Desert Cultural Centre signage. Photograph by Christine Loughnane. Fig 19. Te Kura Whare archway. Photograph by Envirohub Bay of Plenty.
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Te Kura Whare

Taneatua, Bay of Plenty, New Zealand.

Architects: Jasmax

Project completion: 2014

Background:

Te Kura Whare is a testament to the values and mana motuhake of Tūhoe with an enate 

ability to encapsulate its people’s historical past, present, and future. Te Kura Whare is a 

recipient of the Living Building Challenge, a phenomenal feat within of New Zealand 

architecture.99  

Te Kura Whare came to fruition through the 2013 Deed of Settlement signing between 

the Crown and the people of Tūhoe. Ngāi Tūhoe has over the years pursued the 

revitalisation of autonomy and self-governance, with an emphasis on the preservation 

and protection of Te Urewera, the homeland of Tūhoe, recognised by New Zealand law 

as a legal entity in its own right. The objective to preserve mana motuhake required a 

facility to act as a focal centre for governance; the hub was a purposeful and decisive 

step in presenting the space and platform for Tūhoe to engage with past and current 

political and cultural matters.100  Unfortunately, Te Kura Whare came under scrutiny 

in regards to the utilisation of the funds and appropriate expenditure.101  However, the 

project continued with design work beginning in 2011, overseen by the co-founder of 

Jasmax, Ivan Mercep.  

99 Jerome Partington and Maibritt P. Zari, “Ngāi Tūhoe’s Te Kura Whare Our living building,” in 
Ecologies Design Transforming Architecture, Landscape, and Urbanism, ed. M. P. Zari, and P. Connolly, M. 
Southcombe. (London: Routledge, 2020), 217. 
100 Partington and Zari, “Ngāi Tūhoe’s Te Kura Whare Our living building,” 212-214. 
101 Rawinia Higgins, “’Ko te mana tuatoru, ko te mana motuhake’,” in Indigenous Peoples and the State 
International Perspectives on the Treaty of Waitangi, ed. M. Hickford, and C. Jones. (London: Routledge, 
2019), 137. 

The project team included Tūhoe descendants Kirsti Luke, Tamati Kruger, and Te Hau 

Tutua. The design and construction team integrated a mixture of Māori and non-Māori, 

Tūhoe and non-Tūhoe peoples.102  Unfortunately, Mercep passed before the completion 

of the project in 2014.103  

 

102 “Te Kura Whare,” Jasmax, accessed October 5, 2020, https://www.jasmax.com/projects/featured-
projects/te-kura-whare/. 
103 Partington and Zari, “Ngāi Tūhoe’s Te Kura Whare Our living building,” 214. 

Function and Programme:

Te Kura Whare is a multiple purpose facility which serves as headquarters for Ngai 

Tuhoe, administration hub for cultural and political events, an educational facility of 

the past, present and future, and a focal meeting place for its people.104

Site:

Located at the entrance to Tāneatua, Te Kura Whare sits in the bay of plenty. The 

facilities divide into two wings with the main entry at the centre connecting the two. 

The south-facing wing serves as an administrative area while the other is a more public 

/ community wing . The hub provides information for manuhiri and displays which 

showcase the rich history of Tūhoe and their many struggles and hardships; furthermore, 

it also has a library and archive providing access for people of Tūhoe to historic and 

valuable documents and artefacts of the iwi. The hub incorporates a reception area for 

a welcoming, an onsite café for both staff and visitors, and a commercial kitchen.105  

Finally, Te Kura Whare has a sizeable tribal chamber, that opens into the natural 

amphitheatre and has private meeting rooms.106  The chamber and amphitheatre act as 

a space for ceremonial and governing activities.

 

104 Partington and Zari, “Ngāi Tūhoe’s Te Kura Whare Our living building,” 215. 
105 Partington and Zari, “Ngāi Tūhoe’s Te Kura Whare Our living building,” 214.
106 “Te Uru Taumatua, Te Wharehou O Tūhoe,” Architecture Now, accessed October 5, 2020, https://
architecturenow.co.nz/articles/te-uru-taumatua-te-wharehou-o-tuhoe/. 
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Aesthetic Design:

Cultural narratives and traditions of Tūhoe are frequent and infused into the design 

and aesthetics. A dominant feature of the design is the wooden arch located at the 

entrance of the tribal chamber. The arch serves as a structural support system, which 

also represents Tama-nui-te-rā and his journey from East to West. Sunrise represents 

potential and opportunity the day offers. Furthermore, the arch looks to inspire the 

people of Tūhoe to move forward. Beneath the arch is two panels dedicated to tribal 

proverbs, incorporating traditional Māori imagery, patterns and motifs. The panels 

narrative represents the importance of ones Tūhoetanga. The relief panels serve as 

reminders for Ngāi Tūhoe, to maintain their Tūhoetanga in the present and the future. 
107

107 “Living-Future.org,” International Living Future Institute, accessed October 5, 2020, https://living-
future.org/biophilic/case-studies/te-kura-whare/. 

Materiality:

Te Kura Whare’s material palette comprises of predominantly wood and clay sourced 

from the various areas of Te Urewera. Majority of the posts, trusses, and beams used in 

the hub are natural logs; similarly, the pine used for the columnar supports are from the 

Kaingaroa forests. Ngāi Tūhoe manages the neighbouring forests. Five thousand clay 

bricks create the structures internal wall lining while timber lines the exterior facade. 

The clay obtained is from numerous parts of Te Urewera, resulting in variations in 

texture and colours to the building.108 

Precedent Summary:

This precedent review is interesting as it uniquely incorporates a lot of Māori design 

and cultural aspects, from spatial layout, aesthetic representations, and the integration 

of Māori principles such as manākitanga, kaitiakitanga, and mana motuhake. The 

community input and involvement within the project is inspiring and showcases 

manākitanga and kaitiakitanga, principles this project can look to incorporate. Te Kura 

Whare’s aesthetic representation and educational aspects dedicated to Tūhoe’s historical 

narratives and traditions is a vital component the researches design can adapt and 

integrate.

108 International Living Future Institute, “Living-Future.org.”. 
Fig 20. Te Kura Whare’s archway diagram showcasing the suns path from past to future. Sketch by Author.
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Fig 21. Te Kura Whare mahau. Photograph by Operable Window Technologies. Fig 22. Te Whare Rūnanga pou. Photograph by Ara Roa Unique Accommodation.
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Waitangi Treaty Grounds.

Waitangi, Bay of Islands, New Zealand.

“Visitors are taken on a journey through historical moments as they happened – leaving 

the museum encouraged to reflect on what the Treaty means today”.109 

Unlike the previous architectural precedent studies examined, this study’s focus is 

primarily regarding the journey, discovery, and educational elements of the Waitangi 

Treaty Grounds. 

109 “Te Kōngahu,” Waitangi Treaty Grounds, accessed July 28, 2020, https://www.waitangi.org.nz/
discover-waitangi/te-kongahu-02/. 

Background:

Significant as the ‘Birthplace of our Nation’, Waitangi weaves together the layers of 

narratives, histories and places of the nation, to unveil the rich cultural history of 

Aotearoa. The Waitangi Treaty Grounds significance is rooted in the signing of, He 

Whakaputanga in 1835 and, Te Tiriti o Waitangi in 1840. After the signing of the 

Treaty in 1840, the Treaty House remained in possession of James Busby’s family 

until 1882 when Agnes Busby sold the house and surrounding property. The property 

remained sold until purchased by Lord Bledisloe in which he would later formally gift 

the Waitangi Treaty Grounds back on February 6, 1934. This momentous occasion 

marked the first Waitangi Day commemoration.110   

110 “Mission and vision,” Waitangi Treaty Grounds, accessed July 28, 2020, https://www.waitangi.org.nz/
about/history-and-vision-2/. 

Function and Programme:

Unlike traditional museums that predominantly consist of one building, the Waitangi 

Treaty Grounds site has multiple facilities playing various roles in encapsulating 

and conveying the local people’s stories. Integrating local people as tour guides who 

undertake the journey with participants throughout the site while providing you with an 

authentic perspective of the narratives, histories, and customs that each taonga specific 

to individual buildings and location contain. This aspect is unique and showcases 

kaitiakitanga, an integral element of all Iwi and Hapu within the realm of Māoridom.111 

Site:

The site consists of the whare whakairo, Te Whare Rūnanga. Two newly constructed 

museum facilities, Te Kōngahu Museum of Waitangi, (dedicated to the events leading 

up to the signing of the Treaty of Waitangi, during and after the Treaty). Te Rau Aroha 

Museum (dedicated to showcasing the stories of commitment Māori have to the armed 

forces, with a strong focus on the wars New Zealand have partaken in locally and 

internationally). The heritage Treaty House and Flagstaff. The ceremonial waka and 

carving studio, the Whare Waka Café, and lastly, gift shop.112 

111 "Waitangi," Waitangi Treaty Grounds, accessed July 28, 2020. https://www.waitangi.org.nz/. 
112 Waitangi Treaty Grounds, “Waitangi.”. 

Circulation Analysis:

The Waitangi Treaty Ground consists of 16-hectare of varying landscapes and access-

ways, ranging from concrete paths, boardwalks, tracks, lawns, and beaches. Circulation 

from building to building varies, with tracks like the Camelia and Nias walking routes 

recommended for visitors without restricted mobility and the main access routes 

accessible for all visitors with or without restricted mobility.113  

 

Precedent Summary: 

The aspect of each facility has a distinctive collection of artefacts and stories dedicated to 

a specific time epoch is a notion the research projects design will integrate. Furthermore, 

the separate facilities aspect offers a journey aspect that is favourable as it creates a greater 

sense of discovery and appreciation while visitors concurrently experience the site and 

what it has to offer from the environment to scenic features. This precedent is essential 

to the research as the precedents aspects of storytelling, experience, encapsulation of 

identity, and finally kaitiakitanga, are all elements that the projects architectural response 

can integrate for it to possess an authentic local iwi, hapu, and whanau response.

113 “Getting here,” Waitangi Treaty Grounds, accessed July 28, 2020, https://www.waitangi.org.nz/plan-
your-visit/getting-here-parking-accessibility-hours/#accessibility. 
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Fig 23. Waitangi Treaty Grounds site map, building footprint and circulation. Image by Author. Ngatokimatawhaorua. Photograph by BOI Education Network.
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Wāhi tātari
Site analysis:

Nga Pouērua o te whare ō Tāhuhunui-o-rangi, Pākaraka, Taiāmai, Te Tai Tokerau.

Nga Pouērua o te whare ō Tāhuhunui-o-rangi:

While searching for an appropriate location for this design research project, it became 

clear Ngāpuhi iwi possessed a plethora of cultural and historically significant sites within 

their territory, expanding from Whangarei Harbour to the Bay of Islands, and across 

to the Hokianga. From the research undertaken throughout this design project, it is 

apparent that the site would need to be significantly crucial to the people of Ngāpuhi, 

be it through genealogy or history. As previously highlighted, although perceived as 

being a single cohesive entity, the history and narratives of Ngāpuhi commonly reflect 

a story of separation, individuality and constant inter-tribal conflict. The desired site 

needs to provide a sense of harmony, a place that nurtures and cultivates relationships, 

and that is culturally and historically significant to Ngāpuhi iwi.

Pouērua is situated inland of Te Pēwhairangi (Bay of Islands) on the Taiāmai plains. The 

name Pouērua descends from the esoteric name Ngā Pouērua o te whare ō 

Tāhuhunui-ō-rangi, it is understood the name is regarding the house situated atop the 

summit of the mountain. However, more importantly, the name derives from the two 

pou tokomanawa that support the tāhuhu of the house of Tāhuhunui-o-rangi hence the 

name Pouērua, two posts.114

114 Jeffrey Sissons, Wiremu Wi Hongi, and Pat Hohepa, Ngā Puriri o Taiamai: A political history of Ngā 
Puhi in the inland Bay of Islands (Auckland: Reed Books, 2008), 69. 

Pouērua is an extinct volcano with its highest peak estimated to be 200 meters high 

whilst the base occupies approximately 550 hectares upon a lava field. Situated on the 

rim, the terraces, and slopes of the mountain is a pā settlement—the occupation of the 

village occurred roughly around 1400 AD.115  

Ngāpuhi whakapapa and tradition have a deep-rooted connection to Pouērua; this is 

due to the founding ancestor Rāhiri and his descendants. Initially, Pouērua was under 

the occupation of Ngāi Tāhuhu, an early iwi within the Tai Tokerau. Rāhiri would 

marry a descendant of Ngāi Tāhuhu, a woman by the name of Ahuaiti, this marriage 

interlinks two principal iwi of Te Taitokerau, Ngāpuhi and Ngāi Tāhuhu.116 

According to Hokianga tradition, Rāhiri and Ahuaiti married and lived in Whiria, 

although, in the Taumārere region the belief is vice versa, in that Rāhiri and Ahuaiti 

were married and lived at Pouērua. However, both regions do agree that Rāhiri and 

Ahuaiti separated during her pregnancy, due to the disobedience of Ahuaiti not to 

heed Rāhiri’s instruction regarding the fern-root when her brothers came to visit whilst 

Rāhiri was gone.117   

115 “The Pa Maori,” Victoria University of Wellington, Elsdon Best, accessed August 25, 2020, http://
nzetc.victoria.ac.nz/tm/scholarly/tei-BesPaMa-t1-body-d5-d1-d33.html. 
116 Sissons, Wi Hongi, and Hohepa, Ngā Puriri o Taiamai: A political history of Ngā Puhi in the inland Bay 
of Islands, 67. 
117 Rāwiri Taonui, “Ngāpuhi – Ancestors,” Te Ara - the Encyclopedia of New Zealand, accessed August 
28, 2020, http://www.TeAra.govt.nz/en/photograph/402/pouerua-pa. 

Pouērua maunga. Photo by Author.
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From the Union of the two came, Rāhiri’s eldest son, Uenuku. It is Uenuku who would 

remain in Pouērua and marry another woman of Ngāi Tāhuhu descent, Kareariki, 

thus strengthening the whakapapa between the two prominent iwi of the north. 

The descendants of Uenuku and Kareariki would later become principal ancestors 

throughout Ngāpuhi iwi.118  

The last hapū thought to have occupied Pouērua was Ngāti Rāhiri. This Ngāpuhi hapū 

were strong supporters of the great Hongi Hika during the Musket Wars of 1820 to 

the 1830s. It is assumed Hapū remnants left the pā around 1860; although, there is no 

mention of why the hapū relocated from the pā.119 

In 1835, 3,000 acres of land were transacted by Archdeacon Henry Williams, along 

with neighbouring land blocks, Pukekawa, Te Hihi, Waiaruhe, Titirangi, and Pareparea, 

amounting to 11,000 acres. However, the purchase is said to have been made earlier 

in 1833; which can be found in multiple written accounts in Williams diaries. 

Controversially, in 1844 the Land Commissioners after investigation amended the 

initial acreage of lands to a total of 7,010 acres. There is no evidence that any Ngāpuhi 

descendants were occupying Pouērua at the time of purchase.120

118 Sissons, Wi Hongi, and Hohepa, Ngā Puriri o Taiamai: A political history of Ngā Puhi in the inland 
Bay of Islands, 69. 
119 “Pouērua,” New Zealand History Online, accessed August 28, 2020, https://nzhistory.govt.nz/media/
photo/pouerua.  
120 Douglas Sutton, Louise Furey, and Yvonne Marshall, The Archeology of Pouerua (Auckland: Auckland 
University Press, 2003), 14-16. 

Registered under the Historic Places Act of 1980, Pouērua is a site which holds significant 

importance to Ngāpuhi. Ngāpuhi Runanga submitted the application on behalf of 

all its hapu: Ngāti Rāhiri, Ngāti Kawa, Ngāti Kopaki Ngāti Hine, Ngāti Moerewa, 

Ngāti Teara Ngāti Whakaeke, and others situated in the Taiāmai district On June 2 

1994, Pouērua was reconsidered by the Maori Heritage Council under the transitional 

requirements of the Historic Places Act 1993 and re-entered as a Category I historic 

place.121  In the 1980’s Pouērua became a heavily studied archaeological site, with the 

authorisation granted by local kaumatua and kuia of the north. The first excavation 

season was in 1983-1984, followed by the second season in 1984-1985.122 

121“Pouērua,” Heritage New Zealand, accessed August 28, 2020, https://www.heritage.org.nz/the-list/
details/6711. 
122 Douglas Sutton, Louise Furey, and Yvonne Marshall, The Archeology of Pouerua (Auckland: Auckland 
University Press, 2003), 14-16.
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Fig 26. Pouērua southwest view. Photo by Author.

Fig 27. Pouērua maunga. Photo by Author.
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Whenua ahurea
Cultural landscape:

When examining a site, it is common practice to reference and depict surface knowledge 

aspects such as a brief history, sun, and wind studies, furthermore, local amenities. 

However, with cultural landscape maps, the mapping acknowledges the indigenous 

landmarks and knowledge surrounding or in the current location. A cultural landscape 

map acknowledges awa, maunga, pā, historical occurrences, cultural accounts, and 

locations with names of ancestors from the region. 

Through the overlapping of the cultural landscape maps such as the historical events, 

cultural narratives, indigenous landmarks, and names, the process will provide the 

design of this research project with important and influential information. 

It is important to note that with many of the cultural landscapes have minimal written 

literature regarding the sites. Furthermore, the information provided for each landscape 

is not final, as each hāpu may have their alternative narratives or views for each.

The cultural landscapes examined are separated into two categories, one being cultural 

landscapes significant to Ngāpuhi iwi and two, cultural landscapes essential to the 

Pouērua site itself.

Te Rerenga Wairua:

Te Rerenga Wairua (Leaping Place of Spirits) or commonly known as Cape Rēinga is 

considered a highly influential spiritual site within not only Ngāpuhi tradition but also 

Māoridom. An ancient pohutukawa tree indicates the sacred location and sits at the 

headland of Te Rerenga Wairua.123   

It is believed the wairua of individuals begin their journey following Te Ara Wairua on 

Te Oneroa a Tohe (90 Mile Beach) before reaching Te Rerenga Wairua.124 The wairua 

descends into Rarohenga by climbing down the roots of the Pohutukawa and into the 

sea below. The spirits continue until they reach Manawatāwhi (Three Kings Islands) 

where they proceed to Ohaua, the highest summit of the islands. Here atop of Ohaua, 

the wairua bid their last farewell before returning to Hawaiki (ancient homeland) where 

they will reconnect with their tūpuna.125  

123 “Cape Reinga/Te Rerenga Wairua Heritage,” Department of Conservation, accessed August 30, 2020, 
https://www.doc.govt.nz/parks-and-recreation/places-to-go/northland/places/te-paki-recreation-reserve/
cape-reinga-te-rerenga-wairua/heritage/. 
124 “Te Oneroa a Tohe Iwi Consent,” Scoop, New Zealand News, accessed August 30, 2020, https://www.
scoop.co.nz/stories/AK1303/S00217/te-oneroa-a-tohe-iwi-consent.htm. 
125 A. H. McLintock, “Reinga, Cape,” An Encyclopaedia of New Zealand, accessed August 30, 2020, 
http://www.TeAra.govt.nz/en/1966/reinga-cape. 

Te Hokianga-Nui-A-Kupe:

Te Hokianga-Nui-A-Kupe is deeply rooted in the narratives and history belonging to the 

people of Ngāpuhi and their ancestors. The name can trace its origins to the eponymous 

ancestor of Ngāpuhi, the great Polynesian explorer Kupe. Traditional accounts tell of 

a beacon of light, reflected off Te Ramaroa (the eternal flame), steered Kupe into the 

harbour, Kupe, being captivated by the light, gave the harbour the name, Te Puna-o-

te-ao-mārama (spring of the world of light).126 The name would later change due to 

Kupe returning home to Hawaiki. Before departing Kupe uttered words to his son 

Tuputupuwhenua; 

“Tuputupuwhenua hei konei rā. E hoke ana tēnei, e kore rā hau e hoki anga nui mai.” 

“Tuputupuwhenua, farewell, I leave you, on my great journey home and I will not be 

returning this way again.”127   

These words would ultimately change the harbours name from Te Puna-o-te-ao-mārama 

into Te Hokianga-nui-a-Kupe, which in time would become Hokianga.

126 Rāwiri Taonui, “Ngāpuhi,” Te Ara - the Encyclopedia of New Zealand, accessed August 30, 2020, 
https://teara.govt.nz/en/ngapuhi/print 
127 Hone Sadler, Ko Tautoro, Te Pito o Toku Ao: A Ngapuhi Narrative (Auckland: Auckland University 
Press, 2014), 57. 
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Te Pēwhairangi/ Te Pēowhairangi:

Te Pēwhairangi or Te Pēowhairangi is another harbour situated on the eastern coast 

of Ngāpuhi. Commonly known as the Bay of Islands, it is a drowned-river system 

comprised of 150 islands with several inlets that stretch to many of the surrounding 

hapū.128 The Bay of Islands is famous for its many historical and cultural sites, and 

events throughout not only Ngāpuhi and Māoridom, but also New Zealand. Many of 

the surrounding hapū descend from either Ngāpuhi ancestor Kupe, or Ngāi Tāhuhu 

eponymous ancestor Tāhuhu-nui-o-rangi.

 

Te Whare-tapu-o-Ngāpuhi:

Te Whare-tapu-o-Ngāpuhi or the sacred house of Ngāpuhi is a metaphorical house 

comprised of Ranginui (sky), Papatūānuku (earth), and the significant maunga of 

Ngāpuhi. The metaphorical house establishes the boundaries and territories that 

Ngāpuhi iwi contains. Rangi is a representation for the roof of the house, Papatūānuku 

the floor, and each maunga a post that holds the house up.129 

128 A. H. McLintock, “Bay of Islands,” An Encyclopaedia of New Zealand, accessed August 30, 2020, 
https://teara.govt.nz/en/1966/bay-of-islands. 
129 Rāwiri Taonui, “Ngāpuhi - Lands,” Te Ara - the Encyclopedia of New Zealand, accessed September 1, 
2020, http://www.TeAra.govt.nz/en/map/394/ngapuhi-mountains. 

Tūhoronuku:

Tūhoronuku is not a location like many of the previous cultural landscapes, and the 

landscapes to proceed, but is a narrative that is influential to Ngāpuhi iwi for two 

reasons. Firstly, Tūhoronuku’s purpose was to delineate the whenua between Rāhiri’s 

sons Uenuku and Kaharau. Secondly, it was a method to bring peace between the 

two.130   Uenuku and his descendants inherited the lands stretching from Tāhuna in 

Kaikohe to the eastern banks of the Taumārere river near Kaharau, and his descendants 

received the lands west from Tāhuna back into the Hokianga. However, the narratives 

underlying theme is summarised best in a whakatauākī imparted by Rāhiri. 

“Ka mimiti te puna i Taumārere, ka toto te puna i Hokianga. Ka toto te puna i Taumārere, 

ka mimiti te puna i Hokianga.” Translated to “when the fountain of Taumārere is empty, 

the fountain of Hokianga is full. When the fountain of Taumārere is full, the fountain 

of Hokianga is empty.”   

Rāhiri’s whakatauākī highlights the imagery of two rivers, located in Taumārere and 

Hokianga, the proverb illustrates the notion that what affects one river vice versa 

effects the other, emphasising the intertwined nature both sides of Ngāpuhi and their 

descendants have with one another. What effect one side of Ngāpuhi, in turn, affects 

the other.131   

130 “Rāhiri - Te Tūpuna - Te Runanga A Iwi O Ngapuhi,” Te Runanga A Iwi O Ngapuhi, Sign In., accessed 
August 31, 2020, . https://ngapuhi-runanga.nz/r%C4%81hiri-te-t%C5%ABpuna.aspx.
131 Te Runanga A Iwi O Ngapuhi, “Rāhiri - Te Tūpuna - Te Runanga A Iwi O Ngapuhi.” 

Waitangi:

Waitangi has a pivotal place within yet again not only Ngāpuhi but also Māoridom and 

New Zealand History. Waitangi translated into English is “lamenting waters”. Although 

iwi experts now passed on associate the name with various possible references, the sounds 

of Maikuku’s taniwha guarding her, the cries of Maikuku after the breach of tapu, or 

the sounds of the Haruru Falls. Hapū associated with Waitangi are Ngāti Rahiri, Ngāti 

Kawa, and Te Matarahurahu.132   Here at Waitangi. Two of New Zealand’s founding 

documents were signed here at Waitangi, He Whakaputanga o te Rangatiratanga o Nu 

Tireni (the Declaration of Independence of the United Tribes of New Zealand) in 1835, 

and Te Tiriti o Waitangi (Treaty of Waitangi) in 1840. 

132 “Pitopito Korero,” WELCOME TO WAITANGI MARAE, accessed August 31, 2020, https://www.
waitangimarae.co.nz/pitopito-korero.html. 

Kororāreka:

A once great township of New Zealand and an influential area during the early years 

of New Zealand’s humble beginnings, Kororāreka was once dubbed as the “Gomorrah, 

the scourge of the Pacific”. Although, the importance of the area was echoed by 

Hobson’s selection to make it the capital of New Zealand post the signing of the Treaty 

of Waitangi.133 However, there is confusion regarding where the nation’s capital was 

situated as modern-day Russel is on the site of Kororāreka, but Kororāreka is not the 

initial site of Russell, that is in Okiato.134 The name Kororāreka originates from a 

narrative regarding broth made from penguins. A wounded chief was given the broth 

and uttered the words “ka reka te kororā” translated to “how sweet is penguin”. Thus, the 

name Kororāreka.135 Kororāreka’s history is fille filled with many historical events, such 

as the infamous ‘Girls War’ of 1830, and the start of the ‘Northern War’ or ‘Flagstaff 

War’ of 1845.136

133 “A Frontier of Chaos?,” New Zealand History / NZHistory, New Zealand History Online, accessed 
August 31, 2020, https://nzhistory.govt.nz/culture/missionaries/kororareka. 
134 A. H. McLintock, “KORORAREKA,” An Encyclopaedia of New Zealand, accessed August 31, 2020, 
URL: http://www.TeAra.govt.nz/en/1966/kororareka. 
135 “TŌ MUA I A TAUIWI,” Kororareka, Russell, accessed August 31, 2020, https://russellnz.co.nz/old-
history/pre-contact-to-mua-i-a-tauiwi/. 
136 “Outbreak of the 'Girls' War' at Kororāreka.”New Zealand History Online, New Zealand History, 
accessed August 31, 2020, https://nzhistory.govt.nz/outbreak-of-the-girls-war-at-kororareka. 
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Puketutu:

Following the sacking and burning of Kororāreka, the destruction of Pomare’s pā at 

Ōtuihu and the attach on Puketutu followed. This first battle between Ngāpuhi and 

Pākehā occurred on May 8.137  

Te Ahuahu:

At Te Ahuahu, the second battle of the Northern War occurred. This battle was a battle 

not involving the British military but a fight between the iwi of Ngāpuhi, the skirmish 

was between the forces of Hone Heke and fellow Ngāpuhi chief Tāmati Waka Nene. 

This battle would prove disastrous for Heke and his men as Nene would nearly deliver 

the final blow.138 

Ōhaewai:

Post the battle of Te Ahuahu after hearing the news on Heke’s setback; Henry Despard 

gathered a large force to capitalise on Heke’s previous defeat. However, this would prove 

catastrophic as Despard would face another defeat at the hands of Ngāpuhi. It is here 

that the prototype for the modern-day pā would come into existence.139 

 

137 “The Northern War,” New Zealand History / NZHistory, New Zealand History Online, accessed 
August 31, 2020, https://nzhistory.govt.nz/war/northern-war/puketutu.  
138 New Zealand History / NZHistory, “The Northern War.”  
139 “The Northern War,” New Zealand History / NZHistory, New Zealand History Online, accessed 
August 31, 2020, https://nzhistory.govt.nz/war/northern-war/ohaeawai.   

Ruapekapeka:

Ruapekapeka is the location of the final chapter of the Northern Wars. Ruapekapeka (the 

bat’s nest) is a highly intricate pā with subterrane tunnels that were interconnected, rifle 

pits, bunkers, and trenches that were encompassed by a palisade. There is controversy 

surrounding the matter of who came out victorious from the final skirmish. After an 

intense volley of gunfire ceased Te Ruki Kawiti and his men to have tried to lure Pākehā 

into the forest, but British soldiers did not take the bait.140

 

Te Ana o Maikuku:

Believed to be in Waitangi, Te Ana o Maikuku’s exact location revealed to only a few 

descendants of Ngāti Rāhiri descent. Te Ana o Maikuku (Maikuku’s cave) is said to have 

housed the high tapu daughter of Uenuku and Kareariki, the puhi Maikuku. Uenuku 

being the son of Ngāpuhi ancestor Rāhiri.141 It is from Maikuku and her husband Hua 

that many hapū of the north can trace their lineage.

140 “The Northern War,” New Zealand History / NZHistory, New Zealand History Online, accessed 
August 31, 2020, https://nzhistory.govt.nz/war/northern-war/ruapekapeka. 
141 WELCOME TO WAITANGI MARAE, “Pitopito Korero.” 

Ngāwhā:

Located in Ngāwhā are the Ngāwhā hot springs, Ngāwhā is near the local townships of 

Kaikohe and Ōhaewai. Historical accounts say that Kareariki an ancestress of Ngāpuhi 

and Ngāi Tāhuhu iwi resided here estimated during the 1600s.142 Kareariki is the wife 

of Uenuku. The pools are a site believed to be where a local taniwha Takauere frequently 

appears, though, Takauere is said to have mainly lived in Lake Ōmāpere.143  

Parahirahi/Te Pā-o-Hua:

This site is significant due to it being the final settlement where Maikuku and her 

husband Hua would stay after departing from Pouērua.144  

Kaungarapa/Umutakiura: 

These two landscapes are wāhi tapu.145 

  

142 “Our Stories,” Te Waiariki Ngawha Springs, accessed August 31, 2020, https://www.ngawha.nz/our-
stories.html.   
143 Basil Keane, “Taniwha - Taniwha today,” Te Ara - the Encyclopedia of New Zealand, accessed August 
31, 2020, http://www.TeAra.govt.nz/en/taniwha/page-8. 
144 Sissons, Wi Hongi, and Hohepa, Ngā Puriri o Taiamai: A political history of Ngā Puhi in the inland Bay 
of Islands, 75. 
145 “Pouerua Pa, Northland. Archaeological Report,” Northland Room Digital Collections, accessed 
September 1, 2020, https://whangarei.recollect.co.nz/nodes/view/1805#idx15149. 
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Fig 28. Cultural landscape map - Te Rerenga Wairua/ Te Pēowhairangi/ Te Hokianga nui a Kupe. 
Image by Author. Fig 30. Cultural landscape map – Tūhoronuku journey. Image by Author.
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Fig 29. Cultural landscape map – Te Whare Tapu o Ngāpuhi/ Flagstaff Wars. Image by Author. Fig 31. Cultural landscape map – Sites significant to Pouērua. Image by Author.
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Fig 33. Cultural landscape map – Pā sites surrounding Pouērua. Image by Author. Fig 32. Cultural landscape map – Awa significant to Pouērua. Image by Author.
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Nga Hātepe whakāhua
Design process:

Tūhoronuku Design Framework:

The design process from the early iteration through to the developing stages evolved 

using a Kaupapa Māori framework designated Tūhoronuku after the renowned 

Ngāpuhi kite of Rāhiri. The Tūhoronuku framework arose through the exploration of 

material gathered from the contextual research, literature reviews, precedent reviews, 

site analysis and cultural landscape maps. The five principles that form the foundations 

of the framework are Whenua, Whakapapa, Mana motuhake, Tāhuhu korero, and 

Taonga tuku iho. The five principles are pivotal to Ngāpuhi identity. The principals 

have influenced the projects architectural designs, site location, structure orientation, 

function, spatial arrangements, and aesthetics.

Before continuing to the design brief, it is essential to provide definitions for the 

principles to ensure a better understanding of each. It is important to note that all 

Māori words have variations to their meanings as the definition of a word is determined 

by the context of the sentence. 

Whenua:

Whenua translated refers to the word land, ground, and territory.146  The context research, 

literature reviews and precedents have all highlighted the importance the whenua plays 

within the formation of identity but also the field of architecture. Ngāpuhi identity is 

firmly rooted in the whenua; its narratives, traditions and histories all intertwined in 

the whenua. 

The research indicates the whare taonga would need to draw out the qualities of the 

whenua, the narratives, environment and vernacular typologies. Simultaneously, the 

whare taonga will harness these qualities of the whenua to influence its relationship with 

the site and the whare taonga’s design aspects.

146 Māori Dictionary, accessed October 08, 2020 https://maoridictionary.co.nz 

Whakapapa:

Whakapapa translated in simple terms is genealogy, lineage or descent.147  However, it 

is much more. Whakapapa as a principle sits at the core of Ngāpuhi identity; whaka-

papa is what interweaves layers of animate and inanimate beings, the interweaving 

of the human scale social structure of iwi, hapū, and whanau with nature, and the 

elements. Furthermore, with our ancestors, deities and the whole cosmos. Jørgen 

Prytz-Johansen summaries the notion of whakapapa precisely in his writing The Māori 

and His Religion in Its Non-Ritualistic Aspect.  

“The whole cosmos of the Māori unfolds itself as gigantic ‘kin’, in which heaven and 

earth are first parents of all beings and things, such as the sea, the sand on the beach, 

the wood, the birds, and man.”148 

The research collected suggests that whakapapa is a crucial concept within not just 

Ngāpuhi identity but indigenous architecture. Therefore, the site and whare taonga 

will incorporate whakapapa through location selection, axis orientation, moreover, 

whakapapa will be a pivotal concept driver for design qualities.

147 Māori Dictionary, “Māori Dictionary.”. 
148 Jørgen Prytz-Johansen, “The kinship group,” in The Maori and his religion In its non-ritualistic aspects 
(Munksgaard København: Kommission Hos Ejnar, 1954), 09. 
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Mana motuhake:

The concept of Mana motuhake is a critical component of this research as the projects 

research question denotes. The definition for Mana motuhake as labelled by the Māori 

dictionary as autonomy, self-government, separate identity, self-determination, inde-

pendence, sovereignty.149 The concept of Mana motuhake is highlighted both directly 

and indirectly frequently throughout the research. 

The incorporation of the principle will be through intentional design features and 

facility and spatial locations.

149 Māori Dictionary, “Māori Dictionary.”. 

Tāhuhu korero:

Translated merely as history, Tāhuhu korero encompasses so much more. History is 

not just a past time that we speak of in stories, within Te Ao Māori Tāhuhu korero is 

integral to identity.150 

The literature reviews reiterated this concept. The review of Māori identity highlights 

history as a critical part of the construction of Māori identity; this assertion remains 

relevant as Ngāpuhi’s history has informed and contributed to the state of Ngāpuhi 

identity now. Tāhuhu korero’s integration will be through the designs programme and 

facility locations.

150 Māori Dictionary, “Māori Dictionary.”. 

Taonga tuku iho:

The word Taonga tuku iho is a notion of the unification of three key terms; taonga, 

tuku and iho. Taonga regarded as being valuable treasures or things considered to be 

of value socially or culturally to Māori, and tuku is the act of releasing and passing. 

Moreover, iho translated is the motion of downwards.151  Taonga tuku iho, in essence, 

is the process of handing ancestral treasures down from one generation to another. 

Taonga encompass many entities both physical and metaphysical, from tangible to 

intangible; entities such as human beings, whalebone, heirlooms, tribal rivers and 

mountains, furthermore, even cultural concepts such as manākitanga, kaitiakitanga 

and mana motuhake to state a few. Taonga tuku iho is essential to the preservation of 

all aspects within Te Ao Māori as the transference of taonga from generation to gener-

ation enables our culture to stay alive.

Throughout the research, aspects of Taonga and Taonga tuku iho have surfaced 

frequently, the precedent reviews of Te Kura Whare and the Nk’Mip Desert Cultural 

Centre emphasise the education of past, present and future, focusing on the act of 

preserving cultural heritage and identity through the educating of the next generation. 

Therefore, the whare taonga will need to incorporate the aspects of Taonga tuku iho 

through not just the site and design but also the design brief. 

151 Māori Dictionary, “Māori Dictionary.”. 
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Fig 34. Tūhoronuku design framework. Sketch by Author.
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Nga Whakahua Whakaturanga Rangitahi - Design Brief and Programme:

The research up to this point has informed and developed the design brief ’s outcomes; 

the brief looks to bring together the Tūhoronuku design framework principles and all 

research collated so far in order to produce a whare taonga that responds to Ngāpuhi 

identity. In summary, the facility will incorporate both public and private, indoor and 

outdoor spaces.

Public Facilities:

Open Atea / Plaza spaces

Administration space.

Café.

Ablutions.

Cinematic gallery space.

Memorial exhibition spaces

Interactive workshops spaces.

Walking tracks around the site.

Private Facilities:

Library and Archival spaces.

Theatre space.

Offices.

Whakahua whakawhanake - Design Development:

The design process predominantly consists of four stages that incorporate various design 

methods. Stage one focuses on site, stage two, spatial relationship diagrams, stage three, 

spatial forms and finally stage four aesthetic design. 

Wāhi - Site:

The research collated and examined from contextual research, literature review and 

precedent review all highlight the importance of land, site and site context play in 

identity and architecture. When approaching the initial design phases of the whare 

taonga,  land and site were carefully examined and integrated within the design process. 

Alike the NK’Mip Cultural Desert Centre’s notion of the land informs the building, 

and from the land, the building emerges, this design process follows parallel to that 

thought pattern.
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Fig 35-40. Site design process. Sketch by Author.
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Nga Hoahoa hononga Mokowā- Spatial relationship diagrams:

The spatial relationships and arrangements adopt many of its characteristics and features 

from the vernacular architecture of the Māori pā settlements and modern-day marae 

complex. The integration of these spatial methods ensures the incorporation of the 

principles of Taonga tuku iho and  Tāhuhu korero. 

97

Figures 35-40 examines the development of the site, its circulation and early relationships 

with sites of significance. Early iterations to the design of the whare taonga developed 

from the site. Much emphasis focused on preserving and respecting the existing site and 

areas of importance; whilst incorporating many aspects from the research undertaken 

such as the cultural landscape maps, design framework, literature and precedent 

reviews. Two central concepts flourished in these early stages to the scheme. Firstly, 

is the establishment of three keys zones situated on three axis lines channelling out 

to Te Rerenga Wairua, Te Pēowhairangi, and Te Hokianga-nui-a-Kupe. Secondly, the 

implementation of Te Kura Whare’s archway concept, sunrise - past and sunset - present, 

however, with the whare taonga’s approach sunrise will be for the present and sunset 

for the past. The intent for the journey throughout the site is the hub closet to the east 

will dedicate spaces for Ngāpuhi taonga post the Treaty of Waitangi, the central hub 

dedicated to taonga leading up to and just after the signing of the Treaty of Waitangi; 

and finally the hub closet to the west dedicated to taonga pre Treaty of Waitangi. The 

figures also showcase restriction from the existing excavations, areas of māra kai and 

solar studies that assisted with limiting possible location for the whare taonga.
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Fig 41-44. Bubble diagrams for spatial design process. Sketch by Author. Fig 45. Terrain and sub-terrain design. Sketch by Author.
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 Nga Hoahoa Mokowā auaha- Spatial Forms:

Following the analysis of the spatial arrangments spatial forms begun to take shape 

through the overlapping of the axis lines and contours lines. The overlapping effect 

produced interesting forms that were investigated and developed further until arriving 

at suitable forms and shapes for each hubs whare taonga. Although the forms are not 

at the desired stage of development, the forms still highlighted an exciting notion. The 

facilities submerged within site tend to be more angular due to the intersecting of axis 

line and contour line; while the whare taonga located to the western side above the 

surface is more curved due to the nature of less intersecting axis lines and contour lines. 

A problematic feature arises with the angular straight lines meeting the circle forms of 

the foyers and atea spaces; this will need to be solved through further development.
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Fig 46-48. Developed site and spatial design process. Sketch by Author.

Figures 41-44 showcase the initial design process of spaces; early bubble diagram 

iterations were simplistic and replicated for each zone. The spaces took influence from 

early pā settlements and marae spatial arrangements and concepts. Situated on each axis 

line, a dedicated atea space followed by mahau, and whare. Through the implementation 

of the design programme and brief, the simplistic spaces began to develop further, 

leading to a more progressed spatial layout arrangement for each hub, whare taonga and 

the site as a whole. 

A critical aspect to the whare taonga is showcased by figure 45; marae commonly sit 

above the surface, however through the analysis of Māori and Ngāpuhi narratives, 

and history furthermore the influence of the precedent review of the Nk’Mip Desert 

Cultural Centre, the decision to submerge the whare taonga became an exciting notion. 

Nevertheless, from the narratives of Māoridom and Ngāpuhi, it is clear taonga were 

regularly within other objects or places, such as waka kōiwi for kōiwi, waka huia for 

taonga, and the burial of taonga in the whenua. With this knowledge, the decision to 

integrate the whare taonga within the land felt appropriate.

Figure 46-48 showcase the spatial arrangements on the maunga site.
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Whakāhua rerehua -AestheticDesign:

The aesthetic design features of the hubs and whare taonga incorporate extensively Māori 

notions, aspects and art forms such as tukutuku, tāniko, whakairo, and tāmoko patterns 

and features. Patterns often repeat throughout the site in order to create connections 

between spaces. The integration of the artforms also indicate subtly certain qualities, 

features, narratives and histories the site and surrounding site context have physically 

and metaphysically.  
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Fig 49-51. Floor plan design process. Sketch by Author.
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Fig 52-54. Development of atea spaces. Sketch by Author.
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Fig 55-56. Māori motifs incorporation into design. Sketch by Author.
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Whakāro mutunga
Conclusion: 

This research design project attempted to provide a whare taonga that is purpose-built 

to preserve and restore identity within Ngāpuhi iwi, hapu and its descendants. 

The literature regarding specific Ngāpuhi identity was scarce, resulting in the project 

relying heavily on Māori identity-based literature. The literature was crucial for the 

project in order for myself and readers to understand the essential elements and the 

contributing factors of identity within the indigenous people of Aotearoa. Although 

the identity literature heavily focused on Māori identity as a whole, correlations and 

similarities became apparent through examining and analysing the literature,  such as 

social structure, land, traditions, histories, and mythological structure. 

Furthermore, due to the lack of resources regarding Ngāpuhi identity, specifically, 

an alternative approach was required a thorough analysis of historical epochs within 

Ngāpuhi history. This method proved to be fruitful as through the historical analysis; 

the research began to highlight the influential moments in history that altered Ngāpuhi’s 

sense of identity the and descendants connection to their homelands. These effects are 

intergenerational, causing Ngāpuhi descendants to become disaffiliated, disenfranchised 

and displaced whether they live within the Ngāpuhi region or outside of Ngāpuhi 

boundaries.

The influence of the literature and contextual research enabled a pivotal component to 

develop; the creation of a Kaupapa Māori design framework. Similar to the Te Aranga 

Principles, the design framework titled Tūhoronuku, sought to establish a design 

framework with principles influenced by the identity literature. The principles all 

accustomed to reflecting and embodying elements of Ngāpuhi identity. 

The principles are foundational and the driving elements throughout the entire design 

process, ensuring a thoughtful architectural response that looks, feels and functions with 

the intent of preserving and restoring Ngāpuhi’s identity. While only five principles were 

selected, many other Māori and Ngāpuhi centric values could have easily been applicable 

such as kaitiakitanga, manākitanga, kotahitanga, matauranga and ako. With many of 

these aspects being inherently within us and established from a young age, designing 

with a Māori perspective is second nature to myself. However, the Tūhoronuku design 

framework principles reinforced my thought processes and design thinking, providing 

another layer to the envisioned whare taonga.

Each section of this projects underlying intention focused on preserving and restoring 

identity through cultural means and architectural design. Each section focused on 

contributing to the overarching question; how can architecture assist in the preservation 

and restoration of Ngāpuhi identity?

In conclusion, this project has attempted to provide a solution to the overarching 

question through architecture. Has the whare taonga project successfully achieved or 

answered this question? Possibly, however, as it stands, this project has merely set a 

foundation for researchers, students, academics and practitioners to build upon. The 

success of this project, I believe, is that it has provided and highlighted the stories and 

history of Ngāpuhi and identified its uniqueness as an iwi among the Māori people. 

This knowledge is now available to all descendants of Ngāpuhi, enabling them the 

opportunity and ability to relearn, regain and revive their sense of Ngāpuhitanga and 

thrive in who they are and where they come from.
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Fig 57. Site plan. Sketch by Author.
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Fig 59. Interior perspectives of galleries and exterior perspective of atea. Sketch by Author.Fig 58. Waharoa, administration block and cafe, with a staggered section through site. Sketch by Author.
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Fig 60. Exterior perspective of Te Hokianga-nui-a-Kupe. Sketch by Author.
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